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ABSTRACT 
An observation vector X:pxl is available on an experimental 
unit which is a random outcome from a population TT. It is known 
that TT is identical to one of two specified populations TT1 and TT2 , 
which represent the same population at two different states or points 
of time. The information on the distribution c•f X is obtained from 
a training sample of size N, each observed at these two points of 
time; let these values be denoted by Xla' x2a, respectively, 
{a=l, ••• ,N). It is assumed that X - N {µ,., ~ ) when the unit comes p ]. 
from TTi. Moreover, it is assumed that {xla' x2a) is distributed as 
2p-variate normal distribution. Different cases are considered 
according as the parameters are known, partially known, or unknown. 
Estimated and plug-in likelihood ratio rules are defined and derived 
and the exact distributions of the statistics involved are obtained. 
Admissibility of some of these rules are shown. Following Anderson 
{Discriminant Analysis and Applications. Ed. T. Cacoullos. Academic 
Press, 1973), asymptotic expansions of the distributions of these 
statistics, properly normalized and studentized, are derived for 
large N. The probabilities of correct classification {PCC) have 
been studied with respect to the dependence between x1a and x2a, 
and moreover these probabilities are shown to be increasing in 
Mahalanobis distance between the two populations when Cov(x1a,x;a) = p LJ. 
Some results regarding estimates of these PCC 1s and inequalities in-
volving their expectations are obtained. 
--
-
-
... 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS. 
1.0. Introduction. 
The problem of classification deals with cme or several units 
each to be classified in one of k different well-identified populations. 
Since it is not known, in which one of the k populations a unit 
belongs, a vector X of p measurements or characteristics on that 
unit is used for classification. The probability distribution of 
this vector of p variables are assumed to be different in these k 
populations. Wald [28], Anderson [2] and Rao [21] considered the 
classification problem when the distributions of X in k populations 
are known and, in particular, when these k distributions are multi-
variate normal with the same covariance matrix. Often it is assumed 
that the populations belong to a parametric family with some or all 
the parameters being unknown; then the unknown parameters are estimated 
using correctly classified sa~les from those k populations. These 
samples are sometimes called "training sa~les". Wald [28], Anderson 
[2] and Rao (21] suggested some heuristic rules for classification 
when the k distributions are multivariate normal with unknown means 
but the same {known or unknown} covariance matrix. For a lengthy 
review of work in this area, see DasGupta [10) and the bibliography 
by Cacoullos and Styan [8]. 
It happens sometimes that the k populations represent the same 
population at k different points of time or at k states. In 
order to get information on the unknown distribution functions we 
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shall take a random sample from this population and make p 
measurements on each of the sampled units at each of these k 
specified time-points. Thus the k samples originating from 
these k populations become dependent since they are based on 
the same set of units. We shall call such a training sample a "depend-
ent training sample". In the usual design, the k sauq,les are based 
on independently drawn units from k populations. It appears that 
there is no literature on the classification problem based on a dependent 
training sample. 
We shall illustrate our problem by giving an example. Suppose 
an employer has two sets of scores of a certain test taken by a 
group of persons before and after a training program. A prospective 
. employee is given the same test and the employer wants to use the new 
score together with the two sets of scores he has to decide whether 
or not the candidate needs the training. Now, the employer faces 
a problem since the standard classification techniques are not 
applicable. This is because the distribution of the two sets of scores 
may be pairwise dependent as they are based on the same group of individ-
\ / 
I ' 
J 
uals. The above situation is a problem of classification with dependent '-' 
training samples. 
We shall consider this problem for two populations and introduce 
mathematical notations to make it precise. Our results may be general-
ized for k > 2 proceeding as in the standard case. 
Let w be an experimental unit which is a random outcome from 
a population rr. It is known that rr is identical with one of the 
two specified populations rr1 and rr2 • We shall consider a situation 
~-
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when rr1 and rr2 denote the same population at two different states 
or points of time and Let X = X(w) be a p X 1 vector 
of observation on w and the distribution func.tion of X be Fi when 
rr = rr1 , i = 1,2. The problem is to identify rr with one of rr1 
and rr2 on the basis of X and the knowledge of F1 and F2 • 
When F1 and F2 are not completely known, we shall get information 
about them based on a random sample of N units with 
X. as the X observation on the unit w, observed at time t .• 1a a 1 
{Xia; i = 1,2; a= 1,2, ••. ,N} constitutes our dependent training 
sample. 
Consider a situation when the distribution of X from rr. is 
1. 
NP[µi, ~ii], i = 1,2, and (X{a' X~a)', a= 1,2, ••• ,N are independ-
ently distributed as 
where 
and where the ' µ. s 1. 
r] 
are p X 1 vectors and ~- . 's 
1.J 
are p X p 
matrices such that r is positive definite. For most of our work 
we shall assume block-circularity in r, i.e., the covariance matrix 
of Xia and Xja is given by 
C ov [ X . , X ~ ] = ~I . . I 1.a Ja i-J (i,j = 1,2) 
- 4 -
so, we have ~l = ~2f.:! = 'E0 , ; 2 = "E21 = L;_. The 'standard' two 
population classification problem is a special case of the above set-
up, namely, when ; is a zero matrix. The following model 
motivated the above strur:ture of r. Let Xt be the X observation, 
observed at time t and such that 
where {Ut) is a stationary Gaussian process with discrete time 
parameter (Anderson [2], p. 373) i.e., 
and 
Examples of physical situations, where r is a block-circular 
matrix, may be found in Olkin and Press [20] and references there in. 
A special case of block-circular r will also be treated by considering 
; = p°Eo , Ip I < i . 
The above structure of the covariance matrix r arises from a 
process which is a special case of a stationary Gaussian process. 
Consider a first order autoregressive process 
where E 's 
t 
t = 0, + 1, ± 2, ••• 
are independently distributed as N [ 0, A]. p It is known 
that (Anderson [2], p. 166) for every t and r and for Ill< 1, 
•. / 
I I 
) 
~j 
I I 
I 
l.iJ 
.\ 
.., 
where 
and 
and 
" ( 2 -1 LJ = 1-A ) A , 
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µ, = m 
2 t 
rr 
2 
may be considered as any two time points t-r and t. 
We shall always consider the mean vectors to be unknown and deal 
with several cases arising out of specified knowledge and structure 
of r . 
In Section 2, the estimated likelihood ratio (ELR) rules and 
the plug-in likelihood ratio (PLR) rules are defined and derived. 
The concept of ELR rules are due to Anderson [l]. The ELR rules are 
easily obtained when r is known or no structure of r is assumed 
when r is unknown. When r is unknown and block-circularity in r 
is assumed, the ELR rule does not have a closed form. However, it is 
possible to give a closed form of the ELR rule when partial know-
ledge about block-circular r is assumed. The notion of PLR rules 
was first introduced by Wald [27]. The PLR rules are tm.tch simpler 
to compute and we have obtained closed forms in all cases {except 
that, in one case we have assumed p = 1). In sections following 
- 6 -
Section~, we have considered block-circular r only. 
In Section 3, we derive the density functions of the statistics 
involved in the classification rules, considered in Section 2, which 
have closed forms. The distribution aspect in the standard case'has 
been considered ~Y John [14] when ~ is known and by Sitgreaves 
[24] when LjO is unknown. Two different representations of the 
classification statistic are available for the standard case, one 
is given by Wald U~7] and the other is by Bowker [6]. We suitably 
modify our problem to use the methods of John [14] and Sitgreaves [24]. 
·/ 
l 
I , 
I J 
In Section 4, the asymptotic expansions of the distribution functions -' 
of the statistics considered in Section 3 are obtained for large N 
to the order of -2 N • In the standard case John [15] has obtained 
the asymptotic expansion of the distribution function involved in the 
PLR rule when ~O is known, to the order of -2 N . 
' 
unknown case 
was considered by Okamoto [19] and Bowker and Sitgreaves [7], to the 
order of -3 N • In a recent paper, Anderson [5] has also considered 
the asymptotic expansion, in the standard case, using a rather simple 
method. John [15], Okamoto (19] and Bowker and Sitgreaves [7] have 
normalized the classification statistic using the asymptotic mean 
and the asymptotic variance of the statistic whereas Anderson [5] 
normal~zed the classification statistic using consistent sample 
estimates of the asymptotic mean and the asymptotic variance of the 
statistic. We have followed Anderson's [5] method of expansion to 
find the asymptotic expansions for the normalized classification stat-
istics {normalized using the asymptotic mean and variance and also 
I \ 
', ) 
\ ) 
... 
-
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their consistent sample estimates) and, as a special case, obtained 
approximation on the probabilities of correct classification (PCC) 
to the order of -2 N • 
In Section 5, we studied the PCC of some classification rules, 
their estimates and inequalities involving them. For the standard 
case, the PCC of a class of classification rules has been shown 
to be monotonically increasing with a= {µ1 - µ2 )' ~
1{µ1 - µ2), 
by Das Gupta [11]. We shall show a similar result. We shall also 
study the PCC in detail, numerically, when p = 1, as a function of 
p. In the standard case with ~ known and p = 1, Hills [13] 
has established inequalities concerning the PCC's of the ELR rule, 
LR rule when parameters are known and expected values of Fisher's 
[12] estimate and Smith's [25] estimate. Das Gupta [11] has 
generalized Hill's result to the general case of p ~ 1 and ~ 
being known or unknown. Sorum [26] and Lachenbruch [18] have 
studied the problem from another point of view. We have established 
the same inequalities as obtained by Das Gupta [11] in two different 
cases, viz. ~ is known and ~O is unknown but ~ 2 = p ~O with 
known p. Exact distributions are obtained for p=l. 
In Section 6, the admissibility aspect is considered. In the 
standard case, Das Gupta [9] has proved the admissibility of the 
ELR rule when ~ is known and the admissibility of the ELR rule 
among the class of all invariant rules when ~ is unknown~ Kiefer 
and Schwartz [16) have proved admissibility of the ELR rules in a 
more general framework. In our proof we use Lemma 3 of Kiefer and 
- 8 -
Schwartz [16] and establish the admissibility of the ELR rules. 
Since our model includes two population classification problems 
with equal sample sizes from each population, we have been able to 
check our findings and c:ompare the differences with the results 
for the standard case. 
1.1. Notations: The following notations will be used in the sequel; 
the other notations will be explained at the appropriate places: 
{i) ~(•) and I(•) will represent, respectively, the density 
function and the distribu~ion function of a standard normal variable. 
{ii) In general we shall denote a density function by f(•) 
(except for standard normal density) and by f. (.) 
l. 
when the hypothesis 
Hi (i = 1,2) obtains. 
(iii) For a p x 1 vector X and a p X p non-singular matrix 
B, 
((x)) _ x'x 
and 
((X; B)) 6 X'B-l X 
(iv) WP[ :8, m] will stand for a p-variate Wishart distribution 
with m degrees of freedom and parameter 6. 
(v) For a scalar a and a p X p matrix A, 
exp(a) 
tr(A) 
a 
- e 
= trace of the matrix A 
etr(A) = exp [ tr(A)] • 
. I 
\ I 
i. ) 
~ 
-'-'. 
-
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~ ~ • CLASSIFICATION RULES. 
~ '.o. Introduction. 
Consider a p x 1 vector x0 from N' [µ,, EJ. p It is known 
that ( µ,, LJ) = ( µ,. , ~- . ) 1. ].]. for exactly one i, i = 1,2. Let H. ]. 
denote the hypothesis that (µ,, 'E) = {µ,i, ~ii), i = 1,2. When 
µ,i and ~ii' i = 1,2, are known, a likelihood ratio rule accepts 
H1 if, and only if, 
for some constant c. 
We shall call the rule (2.1) a maximum likelihood rule when 
C = 1. 
When parameters are partially or completely unknown, we shall 
consider a training sample, independent of x0 , of size N, 
{(~) , a= 1,2, ••• ,N) from ~ [ (~) , r 
where Xia, i = 1,2 and a= 1,2, ••• ,N are p x 1 vectors and 
parameters in the distributions are given by the corresponding partition. 
At this point we have two ways to construct a classification rule, 
one based on the training sample as well as the observation to be 
classified and the other one based only on the training sample. 
Let L1(µ,1 , µ,2 , r) denote the likelihood based on the training 
sample and x0 , under H1, i = 1,2. 
- 10 -
Definition 2.1. An estimated likelihood ratio {ELR) rule is 
defined as the rule which accepts H1 if, and only if, 
(') r>) ,_ .c... 
for some constant k, where sup is the supremum and is taken 
over the unknown parameters. 
When k = 1, we shall call the ELR rule as the estimated 
maximum likelihood {EML) rule. 
Definition 2.2. A plug-in likelihood ratio {PLR) rule is defined 
as the rule given by the equation (2.1) with unknown parameters 
replaced by their respective maximum likelihood estimates based only 
on the training sample. 
We shall define the plug-in maximum likelihood (PML) rule as 
the PLR rule with c = 1. 
We shall always consider 
following cases for r: 
(a) r is known. 
(b) r is unknown. 
and to be unknown and the 
( ) " ~, '5; c 11. l and ~~~ are known, .,_2 is unknown. 
(d) >i.1 = ~~~ = ~, ; 2 = ~21 , and both ~ and ; 2 are unknown. 
{e) ;_1 = Ib2 = ~, 6!2 = P~, IP I < 1, and ~ is known but p 
is unknown. 
{f) 211 = ~22 = 6, ; 2 = p6, and E is 1;1nknown but p is known. 
(g) ;_1 = ~~2 = ~, ;_2 = r,E, and both E and p are unknown. 
i 
wJ 
I ' 
I., ' w 
< ., 
-
-
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~~ .1. ELR rules. 
where 
The likelihood based on the training sample and x0 , under 
can be written as 
• exp [- (1/2) !1 ( (x2a - IL2 - 1321 (Xla - µl); ~2-1»] 
• exp [- (1/2) ! ( (xla - IL1; 211» - (1/2)( (XO - IL1; 211 »] 
a=l 
-1 )~ =~ -~ ~ ~ 22•1 ~2 211112 
and 
Let 
(2.3) 
and 
Let 
-1 _ (2TT)p(2N+l)/2 co - . 
N 
Xi = ( 1/N) ~ X. i = 1, 2 
<»:=l 1a 
N 
s . . = E (x. - x. )(x . - x. ) • 
1J a;::l ia i Ja J 
i = 1,2; j = 1,2. 
i = 1,2. 
Maximizing L1(µ1 , µ2 , r) with respect to µ1 and µ2 we get 
- 12 -
• etr [ -(l/2) Ik~,1<822 - ~21812 - 821~~1 + ~21811~~1>] 
• etr [ -(1/2) ~~ (s11 + 001)] • 
Now we shall consider cases (a) through (g) for r. 
Case (a): f known. 
When r is known, an ELR rule is to accept H1 if, and only if, 
for some constant k1 o 
Proof: We can rewrite (2.4) as 
-1 
[- (1/2) ~l D01] • 
From symmetry, we obtain the maxiDll.lm of the likelihood under 
H~~ by interchanging 1 and 2 as 
-N/2 
L~(r) = colrl etr [- (l/2)f-l S] 
-1/2 -1 
• 1~21 etr [- (1/2) E22 D02] • 
h I 
; i 
\ ! 
... 
• ·  
-
-
- 1 3  -
H e n c e  ( 2 . ~ > )  r e d u c e s  t o  ( 2 . 5 ) .  
C a s e  ( b ) :  f  u n k n o w n .  
W h e n  r  i s  u n k n o w n ,  a n  E L R  r u l e  i s  t o  a c c e p t  H
1  
i f ,  a n d  
o n l y  i f ,  
( 2 . 6 )  
f o r  s o m e  c o n s t a n t  k
2
•  
P r o o f :  F r o m  ( 2 . 4 )  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  
- ( N + l ) / 2  
1
8
1 1  +  
0
0 1 1  
w h e r e  
a n d  
c
1  
=  c
0  
- J l f
2  
( N + l ) ( N + l ) /
2  
e x p [ - p ( 2 N + l ) / 2 ]  
W e  c a n  r e w r i t e  s u p  L
1
( r )  a s  
r  
s u p  L l ( r )  =  c l  1 s 1 - N / 2  1 s 1 1 1 - 1 / 2  ( 1  +  t r  S ~ i  D o 1 l - ( N + l ) / 2 .  
r  
U s i n g  s y m m e t r y  a n d  b y  i n t e r c h a n g i n g  1  a n d  2  w e  g e t  
H e n c e  ( 2 . 2 )  r e d u c e s  t o  ( 2 . 6 ) .  
- 14 -
Case (c): 2Jii known, i = 1,2, ;_2 unknown. 
In this case, an ELR rule is to accept H1 if, and only if, (2.5) 
holds. 
Proof: We notice that 
and 
• sup [lr1-N'2 etr {- (1/2)r-1 S)] ;2 
I I-N/2 -1 • sup [ r etr {- (1/2)f S)] • 
""-"' 
~2 
Hence (?..2) reduces to (2.5). 
Case {d): ~l = ~2~ = ~ unknown; ; 2 = :B21 unknown. 
It is not possible to give a closed form for sup Li(µ1 , µ2 , r). 
I I 
I I 
However, this may be evaluated iteratively from the likelihood equations ..__ 
given below. 
It can be seen that 
• etr [- (1/2) ~~~ (s11 + s22 + s12 + s21)] 
• etr [- (1/2) ~;! (s11 + s22 - s12 - s21)] 
I I 
I 
l.,J 
•• 
- 15 -
) -1 • ctr [- (1/2) {(Tll + T22 /4) D01 ] 
where 
Differentiating Li(r) with respect to tha elements of Tll and 
T22 we get the following likelihoo
d equations, for i = 1,2 
where 
(2.7) 
-1 * 
+ [D -1 * -1 - rii 8ii riil 
r11. s .. r .. 1.1. 1.1. 
* and Doi= 4 n0i i = 1,2. DA is a diagonal matrix and DA 
and A have some diagonal elements. 
Case (e): ;_1 = °LJ22 = E known ; ; 2 = p E , p unknown. 
Since this is a special case of case (c), an ELR rule accepts 
u1 if, and only if, 
•' : 
- 16 -
for some constant k3• 
I ' 
Case (f): ~ll = ~~2 = ~ unknown; ~ 2 = p ~ , p known. 
In this case, an ELR rule is to accept H1 if, and only if, ...,/ 
<~-9) 
-1 1 + tr A 001 
-1 < k4 
1 + tr A 002 
for some constant k4 and where 
(2.10) 
Proof: We note that in this case 
\ i 
and 
\ ( 
Hence (2.4) becomes 
L (r) - C (1-p2)-N/2 1n -(2N+l)/2 
1 - 0 L..lj 
1 
• etr [- (1/2) ~ (A+ D01 )] 
Hence, for i = 1,2 
-... _,,·· 
-
- 17 -
L (1 2)-N/2 (2N l)(2N+l)/2 sup . = c0 -p + ~ I. 
• exp [- p(2N+l)/2] 
Hence (2.2) reduces to (2.9). 
IA D l-(2N+l)/2 + Oi • 
Case (g): ;_1 = ~ 2 = ~ unknown; ;_2 = p ~ , p unknown.· 
This is a special case of case (d) considered earlier. Here 
'T l1 = 2 ( 1 +p ) ~ , 'T 22 = 2 ( 1-p ) ~ • 
However, this case gives rise to another difficulty, since 'Tll 
and 'T22 are proportional. In this case the ML estimate of 'E 
is, under Hi, 
i = 1,2 
* * where Sii and o0 i are given by (2.7) and 
A = { 1-p ) / ( 1 +p ) 
The likelihood equation of A is a 3p degree polynomial in 
A and is given by, for p = 1 
where 
- 18 -
and 
As we have done for the ELR rules, we shall compute the PLR 
rules for cases (a) through (g). It is very straight forward to 
find PLR rules except for case (g), in which case we shall consider 
only p = 1. We first note that the rule given by (2.1) is equivalent 
to the rule which accepts H1 if, and only if, 
for some constant c. 
The ML estimates of µ1 and µ2 are respectively Xl and 
X~.)• Hence, when 
~l and ~22 are known, {which is assumed in 
cases {a), {c) and (e)), a PLR rule accepts H1 if, and only if, 
for some constant 
For case (b), a PLR rule is very similar to the ELR given by 
(:~.G). Since the ML estimate of ~-. based only on the training 
l.l. 
sample is Sii' a PLR rule is to accept H1 if, and only if, 
for some constant c0 • (_ 
For the case (d), the ML estimate of ~ is 
I I 
1 I 
_. 
i..J 
...... 
I ,I 
\ / 
~ 
i J 
--
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Hence a PLR rule accepts H1 if, and only if, 
u~.13) 
for some constant 
For the case (f), the ML estimate of ~ :i.s A/2.N, where A 
is given by (2.10). Hence a PLR rule is to accept H1 if, and 
only if, 
(2.14) 
for some constant c4 • 
For the case (g), Kim [17] has obtained the likelihood equations 
and studied the roots. However, they cannot be written in a closed 
form except when p = 1. For p = 1, we get back the case (d), and 
PLR rule is the same as given in (2.13). For p > 1, the rule 
given in (2.13) may be considered as an approximate PLR. 
- 20 -
]. DISTRIBUTIONS AND REPRESENTATIONS OF CIASSIFICATION STATISTICS. 
In the sequel, we shall assume 
(3.1) r = 
This structure of r will be heavily used to reduce our problem, 
whenever possible, to a standard problem by suitable transformations 
of random variables involved in a classification statistic. As we 
shall see later, the distributions are very complicated in structure 
and the calculations of percentage points are very involved. 
3 .1. lJ known ; p known or unknown. 
(3.2) 
In this case both ELR and PLR rules are based on the statistic 
Without loss of any generality we can take ~ = I , since E p 
is known. 
Define B1 and B2 as 
and 
where 
(3.3) cl= 2(1-p)/N , c2 = 4 + 2(1+p)/N •. 
I ! 
--
\ I 
' I I • 
\ ! 
, I 
\ I 
\ I 
.> 
-
- 21 -
Under H1 , B1 and B2 are independently distributed according 
Lo the p-variate normal distribution with means k16 and k26, 
respectively, and with the same covariance matrix Ip, where 
and 
i = 1,2, • 
Hence we can write 
But B~ B 
1 i follows a noncentral chi-square distribution with 
p degrees of freedom, under H1, with parameter of noncentrality 
'\ k2 6'~ 
~i = i u 
* 
i = 1,2. 
Thus T0 equals the difference of two independent noncentral 
chi-square random variables. The density function of * T , 
0 
given 
* by f(t0 ), is well known and is given by (see [14]) 
-(y+s) 
Ay A. 8 
-(A +A) 00 00 [:: f(t;) = 2-p e 1 2 ~ ~ 1 2 y=O s=O s! r(s+p/2) 
* (y+s+p-2)/2 
w (- t~)] * • (- to) if t 0 < o -.e,m 
and 
-(A +A) 00 00 [ 2-( y+s) >.. y >.. s 
* -p e 1 2 ~ ~ 1 2 £(t0 ) = 2 y=O s=O y! s! r(y+p/2) 
- 22 -
*(y+s+p-2)/2 ] 
• to W l,m (t~) * if t 0 > o 
where 
t = (y-s)/2, m = (y + s + p - 1)/2 
and 
m+l/2 -x/2 co / 
( ) x e J -tx m-t-1 2(l )m+t-1/2 w.t,m X = ----- e t +t dt • 
f(m-.e+l/2) 0 
3.2. 6 unknown but p known. 
In the case when ~ is unknown but p is known, both EML and 
PLR rules are based on the statistic 
(3.4) 
where A is given by (2.10). We can,however, rewrite A as 
Let 
Then 
-; ,. 
\ i 
\ : 
-' 
\ I 
-
\ 
I I 
-
\ / 
' . 
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-
where 
Define, for i = 1,2 
(3.5) 
and 
-Mo -* * * Then x1 , x2 , s11 , s22 are mutually independently distribut
ed and 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
Hence 
(3.9) 
We can rewrite T1 , given by (3.4), as 
( -*' -1 -M-T 1 = 2Xo - x2) A xl • 
We shall find the distribution of 
where c1 and c2 are given by (3.3). 
-
- 24 -
Let 
(J.10) 
* Then Z and Z · are independently distributed and 
and under Hi, i = 1,2 
Now 
Let 
*' -1 M12 = Z A Z. 
*' -1 * 1 ~ 1 = Z A Z and M22 = z' A - z • 
Then, for p > 1, the joint density of ~ 2 , ~l' and ~ 2 is 
given by Sitgreaves [23] as, under H1 
{3.11) 
00 
• l~ d. 
• _f\ ] J=v 
= d • 
1 ,- C 
\ I 
I ; 
\ i 
, I 
' ! 
' . 
-
-
.... 
where 
d = 
and 
= 
and 
(3.13) 
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2N-1 -of'(l/cl+l/c2)/2 
r(-2-) e 
r{N-p./2)r(N-(p+l)/2)r(P;1)r(1/2) 
r(N+j)(a2/2c1c2)j 
r(j+p/2) j ! 
Substituting the values of c1 and c2 from (3.3) we have 
( 3.14) 
We proceed to find the density of Hi_2 by making transformations 
as was done by Sitgreaves [24] for the standard case. 
Let 
Jacobian of transformation from 
~l to T is 
, 7 t 
- 26 -
Hence, density of ~ 2 , T and M22 becomes, from (3.11) and (3.14) 
2 2 2 
m r+m +m m 
[ 
(1-p ){m22{1~ 1)2t + 12)+ 2.J[i-=i))(2N+l+p )ml2 + (2N+l+p )m22 
00 22 22 m22 
•~d. ----------j::O J m2 +m -+m2 N 
{ 22 22 12 (l+t}) 
(3.15) + 
m22 
m2 +m +mi j 
2(N+l) 22 22 2 t l 
1 + m22 
m2 +m -kn2 N 
( 22 22 12 (l+t}) 
m22 
00 
t(p-3)/2 N-1 
~2 J" = d 6 d. _____________ c:. _________ • (2/N) 
j::O J (l )(p-1)/2( 2 2 )N+j-(p-1)/2(l t)N+j 
+m22 m22+m22+~2 + 
oo t(p-3)/2 N-1 
~2 . 
= d 1: d. ---------------- • (2/N)J 
j::O J (l )(p-1)/2( 2 2 )N+j-(p-1)/2(l t)N+j 
+m22 m22+m22+ml2 + 
[ t j! -- 2{j-k) k • k::O {j-k) ! k! (,/f=p ~2 + j2N+l+p m22) {(l-p )+2 (N-l)m22) 
\ ! 
i I 
- 27 -
-
-
"' d ~ ~ [ f' (N+j+k) (cl-/2 )j+k(2/Nc1 c2 )~+k t (p - 3) / ~+k 
k=O j=O f' (p/2+j+k) k! j ! ( l+t)N+J+k 
-
-
the range of t is from O to oo. 
If we examine t he infinite series in (3.11) and since 
we have 
- 'I 
( ) 2 ]}1/2 [ ( ) _ m2 ]}1/2 ]2 [{cl [m11 l+m22 - ml2 + {c2 m22 l+mll 12 
<------------------------2 (l+mll)(l+m22) - ml2 
-
Hence 
< d ~ f_{fil_ 
•_f\ F{pT2Y J=v 
- 28 -
Hence, the infinite series in (2.11) is uniformly convergent. So we can 
integrate the transformed density {3.15) with respect to t 
by term, and we get 
(3.16) 
Now 
term 
, 7 
.i ~ j' 2s-r(l-p)r+(s-r)/2(2N+l..LI'\)( j-s)+{s-r)/2 
= s2:o r~O r!{s-r)!{j-s)! •~ 
2r+(s-r) 2(j-s)+{s-r) 
• ~~.~ m22 
and 
< 
> 
'-.J 
I i 
'-' 
\ I 
'-' 
', ; 
i.i 
: I 
'-' 
' i 
', I 
-
I I 
-
\ i 
--
I ,I 
- 2 9  -
k  1 ;  k !  (  ) k - m  m (  m  m  
[  1 - p + 2 ( N + l ) m
0
, J  =  ~ t  ( k  )  t  1 - p  2  N + l )  m
2 2
•  
c . c ~  m = O  m .  - m  •  
H e n c e  ( 3 . 1 6 )  c a n  b e  w r i t t e n  a s  
£ / n i _ 2 ,  m 2 2 )  =  
0 0  
j  s  
0 0  
k  a 2 ( j + k ) r ( p / 2 - l / 2 + k ) r ( N + j - ( p - 1 ) / 2 ) ( N c  c  ) - ( j + k )  
d : E ~ 2 J ~ ~  1 2  
j = O  s = O  r = O  k = O  m = O  r ( p / 2 + j + k } r !  { s - r } !  ( j - s } !  ( k - m ) !  
N - 1  
•  m  
2 2  
.  [ ( l +  ) ( p - 1 ) / 2 + k {  2  +  2  ) N + j - ( p - 1 ) / 2 ] - 1  
m 2 2  m 2 2  +  m 2 2  1 \ 2  
o o  o o  o o  o o  o o  2 ( j + k + r + s + m )  
=  d  ~ z ;  ~ 
6  
E  a  r ( k + ( p - l ) / 2 + m )  
j = O  s : : 0  r = O  k = O  m = O  r { p / 2 + j + r + s + k + m )  r !  s !  j !  k !  
•  r ( N + j + r + s - ( p - l ) / 2 ) ( N  c c  ) j + s + r + k + m  
1  2  
•  ( N + l ) m ( l - p ) r + k + s / 2  
2
s + m (
2
N + l + p ) j + s / 2  m ! ; l + 2 j + s + m  m i ~ + s  
( l +  ) ( p - 1 ) / 2 + m + k (  2  +  2  ) N + j + r + s - { p - 1 ) / 2  
m 2 2  m 2 2 + m 2 2  m l 2  
I n t e g r a t i n g  ~
2  
w e  g e t  
(  3 . 1 7 )  
2 r + ( s - r }  
u i . 2  
- 30 -
• r(k+(p-1)/?+m)r(N+j+r+s-(p-1)/2) 
f(p/2+j+r+s+k+rn) r! s! j! k! 
• F(n,_2 , 2r+s, N-1+2j+s+m, (p-1)/2+m+k, N+j+r+s-(p-1)/2) 
where, for nonnegative a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 and - oo <
 x < oo, 
a2 
y 
a 2 2 a dy • (l+y) 3(y +y+x) 4 
Let y = z/(1-z). Then Jacobian is (l-z)-2• Therefore, 
To perform the integration we follow Sitgreaves [24]. 
I') 
Let x'"- < 1. Then 
2 2 2 2 
z + (1-z) x = 1 - (1-z)(l-x +x z) 
and 
2 2 (1-z)(l - x + x z) ~ 1. 
Hence 
oo (a4 + a)! a , b b 
= ~ --- (1-z)a ~ a. (1-x2}8- (x2z) 
r=O a! (a4) ! b=O b! (a-b) ! 
i ! 
I I 
i I 
, I 
... 
' I I I 
\ ! 
.. 
. ' 
- 31 -
t 1 t I a. >. a4• 
Since the series expansion is uniformly convergent for lxl ~ 1, 
we can integrate term by term and, for x2 ~ 1 
• f(b + a2 + 1)r(a3 + 2a4 - a2 - 1 +a+ b) 
r(a3 + 2a4 +a+ 2b) 
When x2 > 1, 
2( )2 2 ( x2-1) z + x 1-z = x [1-z 1-z + - 2-] 
X 
and 
2 2 
z[l - z + (x - 1)/x] ~ 1 • 
Hence 
2 2 -a4 [z + x (1-z) ] 
-2a4 oo (a4 + a)! "'-;"' 
=X '-' 
__f\ ' ' a=v a. a4. 
2 
a( x - l)a z 1 - z + 2 
X 
= x -2a4 I; (a4 + a)! za t (1-z)b (x\- 1/-b • a: 
a=O a! a4! b=O x b! {a-b)! 
2 Hence , for x > 1 
- 32 -
00 
b::O a=O ' b' ' a. • a4 • 
r(a~~+a+b+l)f(a3+2a4-a2+h-1) 
·------~-----
Now consider p = 1. Under H1 , 
and A is 
joint density of * z , z 
-a/2 n-1 -½(z*-o/Jc2)2-½(z-6/Jc1)2 
-K· e a e (3.19) f 1 (z ,z ,a) = ----------------r(n) 2n 2TT 
-a/2 n-1 -(z*2+z2)/2+6(z*/Jc;_ +zl,rc;_) 
= c • e a e 
where 
n = 2(N-1) and 
c = r(n) 2n+l rr • 
Let 
·X· 
u1 = Z /Ji. 
Jacobian of transformation is :a. Hence the joint density of 
u1 , U~~, and A is 
; ,. ( 
I, 
I ! 
I I 
-
- 33 -
If we examine (3.19) we see that 
* for all z, z and a. Hence we can integrate a in (3.20) term 
by term to get the joint density of u1 and u2 as 
where 
6.£+.r r(n+r/2+£/2+1) 2n+r/2+t/2+1 
crt = c r/2 U2 
r.1 £.1 C C 1 2 
For t < O, 
0 t 
= J J 
i  ,  "  
- 3 4  -
t  0 0  
=  J  J  f l { u l ,  m l 2 / u l )  u ~ l  d u l  d l l \ 2 .  
- 0 0  - 0 0  
S i m i l a r l y  f o r  t  >  0  
F o r  t  =  0  
(  I  
U e n c e  t h e  d e n s i t y  o f  M
1 2  
i s  
0 0  
f l { m 1 2 )  =  f  f l { u l ,  m l 2 / u l )  u ~ l d u l  
. . . 0 0  
I  I  
~ ' f '  i ,  
2
J
0 0  
( r - . t ) / 2 - l ( l  2  /  ) - s  d w  
i o  ~ o  C r  t  m l 2  0  w  - f < l > + m l 2  w  
=  
i f  r - . t  i s  e v e n  
0  
i f  r - t  i s  o d d .  ' - -
w h e r e  s  =  n  +  { r + . t ) / 2  +  1 .  
I  
I  
I . I  
:  i  
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To see (3.21), we note that 
Joo (r-1)/2-l(l 2 / )-s dw w +w+m12 w 0 
Jl n+r (l )n+t[ 2 (l )2]-s dz = z -z . z + ~2 -z 
0 
Jl 2 2 -s 2 < [z + u,_2 (1-z) ] dz< g(n,_2) 0 
where 
2 2 ( )2 -s g(m12) = sup [z + ~ 2 1-z ] • O<z<l 
But 
t Joo {r-t)/2-l(l 2 / )-s dw 
~2 w + w + ~2 w 
0 
t 
00 
n+r 2 2 -s 
= m12 J w (w + w + ~ 2 ) dw 0 
= F(a,_2 , t, n+r, O, n + (r+t)/2 + 1) 
where F function is given by (3.8). Hence the density of ~ 2 
under H1 , when p = 1, is 
00 00 
= ~ n~ crt [1 + (-l)r-Jn.l]F(~2, t, n+r, O, n+(r+t)/2+1) • 
r::O x;::::v 
3. 3. ~ unknown, 6 unknown. 
In the case when both :E and 6 are unknown, the PLR rule 
is based on the statistic, when p = 1, 
- 36 -
(3.23) 
Since the same PLR rule (2.13) is also suggested as an approximate 
PLR rule for p > 1, we shall determine the density of T2 for all 
values of p. We can rewrite T2 as 
*' -1 T~ = Jc1 c2 z (s11 + s22) z 
* where Z and Z are given by (3.10) and c1 and c2 are given 
by (3.3). 
Let 
·X· 
where Sii is given by (3.6). Hence it follows from (3.7) and (3.8) 
that 
V = (1-p)V1 + (l+p)V2 
where 
are independently distributed as W [ ~, N-1]. p 
We shall find the density of 
where 
A = (1-p )/2 • 
We shall first obtain density of V for p = 1. Without loss 
of generality, we can take A< 1/2 (°A= 1/2 ~ p = 0 and then 2V 
has chi-square distribution with 2(N-l) degrees of freedom and hence 
' 1 < 
I I 
\ail. 
·•• \ \. 
- 37 -
the distribution follows from the results of the last section). 
The joint density of v1 
where 
n = 2(N-1) • 
and V is 
2 
Let U 1 = A.V 1, u2 = { 1-A. )V 2 • Jacobian of transformation is 
1/A.(1-A.). Hence the joint density of u1 and u2 is 
* 
_Let U = u2 , S = u1 + u2 • Jacobian is unity. The joint density 
* of U and S is 
*1 - ~(-1- - !) / 
* -s 2A. 2 1-A. A [ ( * )]n 2-1 f{u, s) e e u_s -u 
= r2(n/2) 2n[l(l-l)]n/2 
* Hence the density of S is 
* u[ 1 1] n 1 JS - - --:r- - - ?. - I • e 2 1-~ A c ( * )n 2-1 u s -u du 
0 
* ·X-Put v = u/s, du= s dv. Then 
* O<u<s 
* s > 0 
(3.25) ~-f(s) 
·X· 
-s /2A. *n/2 1 _ * (-1- 1)/2 12 1 e s 6 v 1-A - X' * * n -
= ~-------- J e [ v( s -vs ) ] dv 
r2(n/2)2n[A.(1-l)]n/2 O 
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* -s I ~:!°A. n-1 
·X· 
e s 
* 
00 [~ (! - _1_) ]j 
J ~ 2 A. 1-A. ( ) ]n/2-1 LJ [ v 1-v dv • 
0 j=O j! 
We can perform integration term by term since from (3.24) we see that 
-(n-2)/2 n-2 
- 2 n 
f(v1,v2) < e (n/2-1) /r (n/2)2 
Hence 
·X-
f ( s) 
* 
00 
-s /21 *n+j-1 
= 6 C. e s 
j::O J 2n+j ln+j r(n+j) j! 
where 
(3.26) 
Note that 
00 
:: C. 
j=O J 
= (~)n/'?. ~ r(n/2+j )[ (1-21)/(1-l) ]j 
l-l j=O j! r(n/2) 
since 
1-21 -n/2 [1 - -] = 1 1-l 
1
-
21 < 1 as O < l < 1/2 1-l 
* Hence the density of S = S /l is 
s > 0. 
So V (l-l) V 
1 + A. 2 is a chi-square random variable with 2(N + T) 
·1 i C 
I 
~ 
I : 
' \ 
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degrees of freedom, where T is an integer valued random variable 
with 
(3.27) - (1-2X)j An/
2 r(n/2+j) 
p [ T = j ] - C ..a,_ --------:----=---...... -
- j - f(n/2)(1-A)n/ 2+j j = 0,1,2, •••. 
* Hence the density of T2 is, under H1 
00 
= 6 C. fl ( t;/A, 2n + 2j) 
j=O J 
1 
. -X 
where f 1(x,m) is f 1(x) given by {3.22) with n replaced by m. 
For p > 1, we note that for every p X 1 vector t such that 
has a chi-square distribution with 2(n + T) degrees of freedom, 
hence 
where probability function of T is given by (3.27). 
Hence, for p > 1, 
(3.29) 
density of x-P T* is given by 2 
- 40 -
h. ASyt,,WTOTIC EXPANSIONS. 
1~ .• O. Introduction. 
We have seen in Section 3 that the exact distributions of the 
statistics are very complicated for the calculation of percentage 
points and hence they seem to have very little practical value. In 
this section we shall find the asymptotic expansion of the distribution 
function of the statistic W, given by 
(4.1) (- - ) ' -1 ( - - ) w = x1 - x2 B 2X0 - x1 - x2 
where x1 and x2 are defined in (2.3) and B is a consistent 
estimate of ~. We shall assume B to be independent of x1 , x2 
and x0 • In this sequel we shall consider 
(~ ~2) (l~.2) r = ;_
2 6 
and also the special case when ~ 2 = p~. As the sample size N 
tends to infinity, the distribution of W tends to N(a, 4a) or 
N(-a, 4a) according as H1 or H2 obtains, where a is the 
Mahalanobis distance between two populations and is given by (3.13). 
In the standard equal sample classification case, B is taken 
as (s11 + s22)/(2N - 2) where 
·X· * Let Wa and Wa be defined as 
(4.3) 
and 
w•x- = (w - o:)(40:)-1/2 
a 
and S are given by (2.3). 22 
, ) < 
I 
--' 
l ,r 
: i 
- 41 -
where is a consistent estimate of a and is given by 
(h.)) 
Note that, under H1 , * bc)th W * and W are standard normal variates a a 
as N • oo. In the standard equal sample case, Le., ; 2 = 0 and 
B = (s + S )/(2N - 2), Bowker and Sitgreaves (7) and Okamoto 11 22 
(19) have derived the asymptotic expansion of the distribution 
function of w: to the order of N-3 ; Anderson [5) has derived the 
* asymptotic expansion of the distribution function of W to the 
a 
order of N-2 • Anderson [4] has compared these two asymptotic expansions 
to the order of -2 N , in relation to the probability of misclassifica-
tion (PM::) and their uses. 
Following Anderson [5], we shall obtain expressions, to the 
order of 
with B 
unknown, 
(4.6) 
-2 
N ' of the asymptotic distributions of 
taken as ~ or (B1 + B2)/2 
where 
(N-1) B. - W [ ~' N-1) l. p 
according as 
i = 1,2 
* * wa and w a 
~ is known or 
and Bl and B2 are not necessarily independent. We shall assume 
a> 0 and first obtain asymptotic expansions under H1 • Then we 
shall consider the following three special cases: 
Case (a): When ~ is known, we shall take 
( ,~ .. 7) B = E . 
- 42 -
In this case the W statistic reduces to 2T0 , where T0 is 
given by ( 3. 2). 
Case (b): When ~ is unknown and ; 2 = p~ with known p, we 
shall take 
(4.8) 
* where s11 and * s22 are given by 
(2.7). In this case B1 and B2 
are independent and the W statistic reduces to 2 T1 , where T1 
is given by (3.4). 
Case ( c): When both ~ and ; 2 are unknown, we shall take 
(4.9) {N-l)B. = S .. , 1. 1.1. i = 1,2 . 
In this case the W statistic reduces to 2 T2, where T2 is given 
by (3.23). Hence, we can obtain the asymptotic expansions of the 
distribution functions of T0 , T1 and T2 as speci
al cases, from 
the asymptotic expansion of the distribution functions of w. We 
shall also study the P?-£ of the rules associated with T0 , T1 , and 
T2 , given by (2.8), (2.13) and (2.14) respectively. 
Without loss of any generality we can take 
(J~ .• 10) 
where D is a diagonal matrix with p. {cannonical correlation) as 1. 
the i th diagonal entry and IPil < 1 for all i = 1,2, ••• ,p. 
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This can be easily seen by making the following transformations 
(4.11) 
xi • L(xi - µ,1) 
XO • L(XO - µ,1~ 
B • LBL' 
i = 1, 2 
where L is a p x p nonsingular matrix such that {see e.g. Rao [22]) 
(4 .12) L ~ L' = Ip, L -;_2 L' = D 
and D is a diagonal matrix. Since diagonal ~lements of D are the 
latent roots of Z 1 -;_2 . and the latent roots of ~ - -;_2 E'°
1 21_2 
are positive and the same as the latent roots of Ip-L 112 ~l 2i_2L =Ip-D2 , 
every diagonal entry of D is less than unity in absolute value. 
Under the transformations (4.11), 6 = L(µ,1 - µ,2 ) and hence 
1:l ;; a = a • a = « µ,1 - µ,2 ; ~ > > . 
* Hence in view of (4.11) and the fact that both W a * and W a are 
invariant under (4.11), we shall assume (4.10) and find the asymptotic 
expansions under H1 first. 
4.1. Asymptotic expansion of the distribution function of 
The distribution function of * w is given by a 
where 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
* w . 
a 
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and 
(4.14) 
- -Now, conditional distribution of u0 , given Xl' x2 and B, is 
standard normal. Hence 
where expectation is taken over the joint density of x1 , x2 and B. 
Let n = 2(N-1) and define Y, Zand V by 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
and 
(4.17) 
Then 
and 
B = I + v/Jn . p 
( 
2(n/N){Ip -D) 
(n/N){I -D) p 
aN = (( 6 + Y / Jn ; Ip + V / ,/n.) ) 
GlN = ( 6 + Y /,/n)' (Ip + V /,/n)-l z/Jn 
G2N = ((6 +Y/Jn; (Ip+ V/,/n.)
2)). 
(n/N) (Ip -D))] 
(n/N)I p 
Let Y' = tf 1 , ••• ,YP), z' = (z1 , ••• ,zp) and the element on the 
- 45 -
. th d L- row an j th column of V be 
of the sample space defined as 
(4.18) J = 
n 
1 { IY. I < 4(1og n)2 , 
1. 
V .. • 1.J 
Let J 
n 
lv1 jl < 2log n; i,j = 1,2, ••• ,p) • 
Lennna 4.1.1. P(J) = 1 - o(n-2) • 
n 
be the subset 
Proof of the Lennna is given in the Appendix. Now 
(4.19) 
where x(A) stands for the indicator set function of the set A. 
So, to the order of -2 n , it is enough to consider 
Using the identity 
-½ -1 -½ -1 2 -3/2 3 (I + n V) = I - n V + n V - n V p p 
-2 4 -5/2 5 ( -½ )-1 +n V -n VI +n V 
we have, for Y and V 
p 
in J and for large n 
n 
1 
aN = 61 6 + n-2 (26 1Y-6 1V6) + n-1(6'V26 + Y'Y-26'VY) + Rln 
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where Rln is a sum of two terms, given by {i) a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree 3 in Y and V times n-312 , and {ii) a 
term O{log4n/n2). Hence, for sufficiently large n and Y, V in 
J 
n 
+ n-
1[(6'V2 6 + Y'Y - 26'VY)/2!). 
where R2n is defined the same way as Rl
n' and ~2 = o: = 61 6. 
Also, we have 
where R3n is the sum of thr
ee terms given by (i) a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree 3 in Y, Zand V multiplied by n-312 , (ii) 
a homogeneous polynomial of degree 4 in Y, Z and V multiplied by 
-2 
n , and (iii) a term 
Now, using the identity 
-½ )-2 +n V 
we have 
,. , , 
! 
... 
I I 
~ 
i 
... 
w h e r e  
l a r g e  
w h e r e  
- 4 7  -
2  )  - 1  
+  ( 3 6 ' V  6  +  Y ' Y  - 4 6 ' V Y  n  +  R
4
n  
R
4
n  i s  d e f i n e d  t h e  s a m e  w a y  a s  
n  a n d  Y ,  V  
i n  J  w e  e x p a n d  
n  
R
1
n .  H e n c e ,  f o r  s u f f i c i e n t l y  
- ~  
G
2
;  a n d  
i s  d e f i n e d  t h e  s a m e  w a y  a s  R
1
n .  H e n c e ,  f o r  s u f f i c i e n t l y  
l a r g e  n  a n d  Y ,  Z ,  V  
i n  J  ,  w e  h a v e  
n  
1  1  1  1  
(  
2  )  - 2  - 2  (  )  - (  )  
u  8 N  +  G l N  G
2
N  =  u  +  n  t  Z , V  +  n  Q  Y , Z , V  +  R
6
n  
· w h e r e  R
6
n  i s  d e f i n e d  t h e  s a m e  w a y  a s  R
3
n ,  
a n d  
( 4 . 2 0 )  
( 4 . 2 1 )  
Q ( Y , Z , V )  =  ~ - l ( Y ' Z  - & ' V Z )  
+  ~ -
2  
u ( 6 ' V Y  - a • v
2
o )  - ~ -
3
( o ' Y o ' z  - o ' z o ' v 6 )  
H e n c e ,  f o r  s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e  n  a n d  Y ,  Z ,  V  
i n  J  ,  w e  h a v e  
n  
( 4 . 2 2 )  
1  1  1  
t [ ( u  a : +  c
1
N )  c ; ; 1  =  l ( u )  +  n -
2  
~ ( u )  t ( z , v )  
+  n - l  ~ ( u ) [ Q ( Y , Z , V )  - { u / 2 ) t
2
( z , V ) ] :  8 r n  
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where R7n is 
defined the same way as R3n. 
We shall denote the 
three summands of R7n as R7n(l), R7n(2) and R7n(3), respec
tively. 
Let g(Y,Z,V) be a function of Y,Z and V having finite expecta-
tion for 2 g • Then 
IE g(Y,z,v) - E g(Y,z,v) x(J )I = IE g(Y,z,v) x(Jc)I n n 
~ [E g2 (Y,Z,V)]½ [E x(Jc)]½ n 
= o{n-1) • 
Hence 
(4.23) 
= t{u) + n-½ ~(u) E[t(z,v) x(J )] n 
+ n-
1 
~{u) E[Q(Y,Z,V) - (u/2)t2(z,v)] 
+ E[R7 (1) + R7 (2) + R7 (3)] x(J) + o(n-2) • n n n n 
But, R7n(l) has terms w~th zero expect
ation over Jn (since J n 
is by definition synunetric in Y and Z) whenever Y, Z has odd 
power. Moreover, for any m 
2m-l m-1/2 ( -m) __ O{n-1/2) • 
E Vij = n On 
Hence 
(4.24) 
Since fourth-order absolute moments of Y,Z,V exist and are 
bounded, we have 
'  '  
-
-
- 4 9  -
( J  
' l l . )  
,  . •  , . ; . J  
N o w  
( 4 . 2 6 )  
a n d  
E  t { z , v )  x ( J )  =  { u / 2 6
2
) E  o ' v o  x ( J )  +  ~ - l  E  o ' z  x ( J )  •  
n  n  n  
B u t  E o ' Z  x ( J )  =  6 ' E ( Z  x ( J  ) )  =  o  s i n c e  E Z  =  o  a n d  J  i s  
n  n  n  
s y m m e t r i c  i n  Z i  a n d  t h e  d e n s i t y  o f  
o r i g i n ,  f o r  i  =  l ,  • • •  , p .  
Z .  i s  s y m m e t r i c  a b o u t  t h e  
l .  
=  l o ' E V  x ( J : ) 6 1 '  s i n c e  E V =  0 .  
B u t  
I
E  v  . .  x ( J c )  I  
l . J  n  
~ E  I v  . .  I  x ( J c )  =  C o n s t a n t .  E l  V  • •  I x (  f v  . .  I  >  2 l o g  n )  
l . J  n  l . J  l . J  
~ C o n s t a n t .  
2  1  1  
[ E  j v  . .  I  ]
2  
[ P (  I v  . .  I  >  2 l o g  n ] i z  
l . J  l . J  
=  O { n - k / 2 )  
w h e r e  k  i s  g i v e n  b y  ( A . 3 ) .  S i n c e  i n  ( A . 3 )  w e  c o u l d  h a v e  t a k e n  a n y  
f i n i t e  v a l u e  o f  k ,  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  
( 4 . ? 7 )  
E  t ( z , v )  x ( J )  =  E  t { z , v )  +  o { n -
2
)  •  
n  
C o m b i n i n g  ( 4 . 2 4 )  t h r o u g h  { 4 . 2 7 )  w e  g e t  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  t h e o r e m  f r o m  
( 4 . 2 3 ) :  
I 
- 50 -
Theorem 4.1.1. 
When H1 obtains, 
P[w* ~ u] = t(u) + n-l ~{u) E[Q(Y,z,v) - (u/2)t2(z,v)] + o(n-2). 
a 
Replacing u by (-v) and noticing that 
(4.28) 
where Pi is the probability under Hi, i = 1,2, we get an immediate 
corollary. 
Corollary 4.1.1. 
When H2 obtains, 
_.!. 
P[(W~)(48N) 2 ~ v] 
= l(v) - n-l ~(v)E[Q(Y,Z,V) - {v/2)t2(z,v)] + O{n-2). 
Now we shall consider the three special cases (a), {b), and {c) as 
was introduced at the introduction of this section. 
Case (a): Suppose we define B = Ip instead of B = (B1 + B2)/2 
as given in (4.6), then V, as defined by (4.17) becomes identical 
to zero matrix. Thus jvijl < 2log n trivially holds for all i 
and j and hence lenuna 4.1.1. is still applicable. The arguments 
used to get the expansion (4.22) are valid in this case with 
t(z,v) = t{z,o), Q(Y,Z,V) = Q(Y,Z,O) and R7n(Y,Z,V) = R7n(Y,Z,O). 
Now 
I 
..J 
..., 
w 
--
-
- 5\ -
(lt.~9) E Q(Y,Z,O) = ~-l EY'Z - ~-3 6'(EYZ')5 
= ~-l(n/N) f (1-p.) - 6-361 (1 ·· D)6{n/N) 
i=l 1 P 
= l!.-
1(n/N)tr(Ip - ~l ~ 2 ) 
- 6 -3{n/N)[62 - {µ,1 - µ,2)' rrl 6i2 L"°l(µ,1 - µ,2)] • 
.{ 4 • 30) E t 2 ( Z, 0) = 6 - 2 E ( 6 1 Z >2 = ( n/N) . 
For r given by (4.2) with known ~ and known or unknown ~ 2 ; 
both ELR rule and PLR rule involve the statistic T0 given by (3.2); 
we get the following theorem from (4.29), {4.30) and theorem 4.1.1., 
for 
and replacing (n/N) by 2: 
Theorem 4.1.2. 
When H1 obtains, 
= f(u) + .n -l q,(u)[26-l tr(Ip - 6 1 ~ 2 ) - 2~ -l - u 
+ 2~ -3(µ,l - µ,2) •2?1 ~2 B-1(µ,1 - µ,2)] + O(n -2). 
Corollary 4. 1.2. 
When H2 obtains, 
- 52 -
1 
P[(T0 + a0N/2) a~:~ v] 
-1 -1 z;-1 ~ -1 
= Hv) - ::i cp(v)[2~ tr(Ip - -,_2) - 2~ - v 
+ 2~ -3(µ,1 -, µ,2)' ~1 212 ~1{µ,1 - µ,2)] + O(n -2) • 
The following theorem is a special case of theorem 4.1.2 when 
;2 = p ~ i.e. 
Theorem 4. 1. 3. 
D = pl • p 
When H1 obtains and ; 2 = pi] , 
1 
P[(T0 - a0N/2)a~: ~ u] 
Corollary 4.1.3. 
When H2 obtains and ; 2 = pi] , 
1 
P[(T0 + a0N/2)a~i ~ v] 
-1 -1 ( ) ] ( -2) 
= ~(v) - n cp(v)[2~ (1-p) p-1 - v + 0 n 
Before considering the remaining two cases (b) and (c), let us 
notice that 
(4.31) E[Q(Y,Z,V) - (u/2) t 2(z,v)] 
= A-1{n/N) tr{I - D) - A-3(n/N) o'(I - D)6 p p 
I 
liii.t 
I . 
I-' 
--
- 53 -
- (n/N){u/2) - u A-2 E(o•v2o) 
= A-l{n/N) tr{Ip - r;-1 212) - A-3{n/N){µ,Cµ,2), a:Tl - ~1 ;pl)(µ,Cµ,2) 
{u/2)(n/N) - u A-2 E {6'V26) 
Straightforward calculation shows that, if 
M - W [A, m] p 
where A is a diagonal matrix with A. as the i th diagonal entry, 
1. 
then 
(4.32) EM= m A· E if"= A* , 
where A* is a diagonal matrix with th * i- diagonal entry A. as 
1 
given by 
(4.33) * 2 2 2 ~ Ai= 2m A.+ m ~- + ~ m A.A .• 
1. 1 • 1 1 J J= 
+i 
Case (b): In this case ~ is unknown and ; 2 = p~ with known p 
and 
where B1 and B2 are given by (4. 8). Hence it follows from ( 3. 7) 
and (3.8) that 
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where M1 and ~~ are independent W [I , n/2]. From (4.32) p p 
and (4.33) we have, for i = 1,2 
(4. 34) E M. = {n/2)I 1. p 
E ~ = {n + n2/4 + {p-l)n/2)Ip 
Hence, from {4.34) and the fact that {6'6)-l 6'Mi6 has a chi-square 
distribution with (n/2) degrees of freedom, we get 
(4.35) 
and 
(4.36) 
E(6'V6)2 = n-1[2n + n2/2 + n2 + n2/2 - 2n2](6'6)2 
= 26
4 
= (p + 1)62 • 
We can rewrite (4.31) using (4.35) and (4.36) as 
E[Q(Y,Z,V) - {u/2)t2(z,V)] 
= 6-1{n/N)(p-1)(1-p) - u(p-3/4) 
- u3/4 - (u/2){n/N) • 
Replacing {n/N) by 2, it follows from Theorem 4.1.1 and for 
that 
• ,• -r 
) . . : 
'-' 
--
- 5 5  -
T h e o r e m  4 . 1 . 4 .  W h e n  H
1  
o b t a i n s  a n d  ~
2  
=  p 6  ,  
=  i ( u )  +  n - l  c p ( u ) [ 2  ~ -
1
( 1 - p } { p - 1 )  • ·  u ( p  +  1 / 4 )  - u
3
/ 4 ]  
(  
· - 2 )  
+  0  n  •  
C o r o l l a r y  4 . 1 . 4 .  W h e n  H
2  
o b t a i n s  a n d  ;
2  
=  p E  ,  
=  l ( v )  - n - l  c p ( v ) [ 2 ~ -
1
( 1 - p ) ( p - 1 )  - v ( p  +  1 / 4 )  - v
3
/ 4 ]  
+  O ( n -
2
)  •  
C a s e  (  c ) :  W h e n  b o t h  ~ a n d  E
1 2  
a r e  u n k n o w n ,  w e  h a v e  
w h e r e  B
1  
a n d  B
2  
a r e  g i v e n  b y  ( 4 . 9 ) .  I t  f o l l o w s  f r o m  ( 2 . 7 )  a n d  
( 3 . 6 ) ' t h a t  
w h e r e  
w h e r e  
~ a n d  M
4  
a r e  i n d e p e n d e n t l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  a n d  
M
3  
- W  [ A  ,  n / 2 ]  
p  1  
A
1  
=  2 ( I p  - D )  
A
2  
=  2  (  I p  +  D )  •  
- 5 6  -
N o w ,  i t  f o l l o w s  f r o m  ( 4 . 3 2 )  a n d  ( 4 . 3 3 )  t h a t  
( 4 . 3 7 )  
w h e r e  A ;  i s  a  d i a g o n a l  m a t r i x  w i t h  i
t h  
d i a g o n a l  e n t r y  
g i v e n  b y  
( 4 . 3 8 )  
( 4 . 3 9 )  
w h e r e  
b y  
( 4 . 4 0 )  
*  
*  2  2  2  ~ 
1
1 1  
=  4 n ( l - p
1
)  +  n  ( 1 - p . )  +  2 . . , 2 n ( l - p . ) ( l - p . )  
1 .  •  1  1  J  
J =  
+ 1  
~ i s  a  d i a g o n a l  m a t r i x  w i t h  
i
t h  
d i a g o n a l  e n t r y  
*  2  2  2  p  
A
2 1  
=  4 n ( l + p . )  +  n  ( 1 - p . )  +  ~ 2 n ( l + p
1
) ( l + p . )  •  
i  i  j = l  J  
+ 1  
g i v e n  
F r o m  ( 4 . 3 7 )  t h r o u g h  ( 4 . 4 0 )  a n d  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  ( 6 ' A
1
6 ) - l  6
1
M
3
6  a n d  
( 6 ' A
2
6 ) -
1
6 ' ~ 6  a r e  i n d e p e n d e n t  c h i - s q u a r e s  w i t h  ( n / 2 )  d e g r e e s  o f  
f r e e d o m ,  w e  g e t  
E  6 ' V
2
6  =  ( 4 n ) - l  6
1
~ 6  
w h e r e  A
3  
i s  a  d i a g o n a l  m a t r i x  w i t h  i
t h  
d i a g o n a l  e n t r y  A .
3 1  
g i v e n  
b y  
1
3
i  =  4 n ( l - p
1
) 2  +  n
2
( 1 - p .  ) 2  +  E  2 n ( l - p .  ) ( 1 - p . )  
1 .  •  1  1 .  J  
J =  
+ 1  
+  4 n ( l + p .  )
2  
+  n
2
( 1 + p
1
)
2  
+  t  2 n ( l + p .  ) ( l + p . )  
i  j = l  i  J  
= f = j  
'  >  ~ 
\  I  
I  
I  
. .  
-
I  '  
\  · '  
I  
I . I  
I  I  
u  
--
.. 
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2 p 
= 8n( 1 +p . ) + 4n ~ ( l+p . p • ) 
i j=l i J 
+i 
= 4n[ (p+l) + p 7 + p • ( ~ p • ) ] 
l. l. • 1 l. J= 
2 
= 4n[(p+l) + pi + pi tr D] • 
Hence 
(4.41) 
(4.42) E(6'V6) 2 = (4n}-1[(6''½_6)2(n+n2/4)+(6'A26)
2(n+n2/4) 
2 4 2 + 4n ~ + (n /2)6'A166'A26 
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' I' 
by~!, we get from (l~.31), (4.41), (4.42) and theorem 4.1.1 the 
following theorem: 
Theorem 4.1.5. When H1 obtains, 
1 
P[(T2 - a2N/2) a;;~ u] 
-1 -1 ~---1 ~ 
= t{u) + n cp(u)[26 tr(Ip - LJ 72) - u 
- 26-3(µ,i-µ,2) I ( ~1 - r;-1 ~12 E"l El2 ~1)(µ,i-µ,2) 
- u(p+l) - u 6 -2(µ,1-µ,2)' ~1 2i2 ~1 2i2 ~1(µ,1-µ,2) 
- u ~ -2(µ,l-µ,2)' ~l 2i2 ~l(µ,1-µ,2) tr ~l Lt2 
, ,I 
I / 
Corollary 4.1.5. When H2 obtains, 
--
' -ii 
1 
P[(T? + a?N/2)a;: ~ v] 
-1 -1 ( ~1 ~ ) 
= t{v) - n ~(v)[2~ tr Ip - LJ 12 - V 
- 26-3(µ,1-µ,2), < r;-1 - rr1 2i2 ~1 2i2 ~ -1) {µ,1-µ,2) 
- v{p+l) - v ~ -2(µ,1 -µ,2)' ~1 2i2 E'°l ;2 !rl(µ,Cµ,2) i j 
-v 6-2(µ,l-µ,2)' ~l ;2 z;l(µ,1-µ,2) tr B9l ~2 
I 
J 
! I 
--
-
- 59 -
We get the following corollary from Theorem 4.1.5. 
Corollary 4.1.5. When H1 obtains and 2i2 = p~ , 
- u -
Corollary 4.1.7. When H2 obtains and ;_2 = pLJ , 
4.2. Asymptotic expansion of the distribution function of * w . a 
* We shall now consider W given by (4.4) and assume {4.10) a 
* since W is invariant under the transformations given by {4.11). 
a 
* The distribution function of Wa is given by, under H1 , 
.J:. 2 
where w = u a.2 + a./2 = u f}. + f}. /2, G2N is given by {4.13) and 
- 6o -
(- - )' B-1(-Xl - ) G3N = xl + x2 - x2 • 
Hence 
where expectation is taken over the joint density of x1 , x2 
and B. 
As we have done in Section 4.2, let n = 2(N-l) and define Y, 
U and V by 
and Y and V are given by {4.16) and (4.17) respectively. 
Then 
( 
2o{n/N){Ip-D) 0 )] 
2{n/N){I. +D) • p 
Hence we also have Y and U independent. We shall now redefine 
* J as J given by 
n n 
(4.44) J* = {IY.I < 4{1og n)½, 
n 1 
IV .. I < 2 log n ; i, .j = 1, ••• , p) 1J 
It follows from the proof of Lemma 4.1.1 that 
Now, following (4.19) through {4.27) we get 
--
', ,I 
--
l I 
I, I 
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* i * P[W ~ u] = t(u) + ~(u)n-2 E i (Y,U,V) 
where 
(4.45) 
and 
(4.46) 
* Now Et (Y,U,V) = 0 
- (2A3)-l [(6'Y-6'V6)(U'6+6'V6-6'Y)] 
- u [(2A2 )-1(36'V26+Y'Y-46'VY) 
- 3(2ll4)-1(6'Y-6'V6)2] . 
+ (2ll3)-l E[(6'Y)2 + (6'V6)2 ] 
- u E[(2A2)-1(36'V2 6 + Y'Y) 
- 3(2A4)-l {(6'Y)2 + {6'V6)2)] 
= E 6'V26[- (2ll)-1 - 3u(2A2)-1] 
+ E(6'V6)2 [(2 A3)-l + 3u(2A4)-l 
+ (2A3)-l 2{n/N) 6'(I - D)o p 
- u(2A2)-l 2{n/N) tr (I - D) p 
+ 3u(2A4)-l 2(n/N) 6'(I - D)6 p 
( 4 . 4 8 )  
- 6 2  -
- E ( 6 ' V
2
6 ) [ ( ? . 8 ) - l  +  3 u ( 2 6
2
) -
1
]  
+  ( 2 8 3 ) - 1  2 ( n / N ) ( µ , C µ , 2 ) '  (  r ; - - 1 _  ~ 1  ; 2  ~ l ) ( µ , C µ , 2 )  
- u ( 2 0
2
) - l  2 ( n / N )  t r  ( I p  - B "
1  
;
2
)  
4  - 1  ~ l  " " " ° l  ~ " " " ° l  
+  3 u ( 2 8 )  2 ( n / N ) ( µ ,
1
- µ ,
2
) '  \ L . J  - L J  ' - 1 2 L J  ) ( µ 1 - µ , 2 )  
E  t - M - 2 ( Y , U , V )  =  ( ~ ) -
2  
E [ 6
1
U U
1
6  +  6 ' Y Y
1
6  +  ( 6 ' V 6 )
2
]  
+  u
2  
8 -
4  
E [ 6
1
Y Y
1
6  +  ( 6 ' V 6 )
2
]  
+  u  8 -
3  
E [ 6
1
Y Y
1
6  +  { 6
1
V 6 )
2
]  
=  ( ~ ) -
2  
2 ( n / N )  [ 6 '  ( I  +  D ) 6  +  6
1
( !  - D ) 6 ]  
p  p  
+  { u
2  
8 -
4  
+  u  8 -
3
)  2 { n / N ) 6 '  ( I  - D ) 6  
p  
+  E ( 6 ' V 6 )
2  
[ ( 2 8 ) -
2  
+  u
2  
8 -
4  
+  u  8 -
3
]  
=  ( n / N )  +  ( u
2  
8 -
4  
+  u  6 -
3
)  2 ( n / N )  
•  { µ ,  _  µ ,  )  ,  (  I T l  _  ~ l  ~ ~ l ) { µ ,  - µ ,  )  
1  2  7 . 2  1  2  
+  [ ( 2 8 ) -
2  
+  u
2
8 -
4  
+  u  8 -
3
]  E  ( 6 ' V 6 )
2  
H e n c e ,  w e  c a n  o b t a i n  s i m i l a r  t h e o r e m s  a s  w a s  g i v e n  i n  S e c t i o n  4 . 2 .  
T h e o r e m  4 .  2  . 1 .  W h e n  H
1  
o b t a i n s ,  
*  - 1  *  * 2  
P [ W  ~ u ]  =  t ( u )  +  ~ { u )  n  E [ Q  ( Y , U , V )  - { u / 2 ) t  ( Y , U , V ) ]  
a  
+  O { n -
2
)  •  
I  I  
--
- 6 3  -
N o w  w e  c o n s i d e r  t h e  t h r e e  c a s e s  ( a ) ,  ( b )  a n d  ( c ) .  
C a s e  { a ) :  I n  t h e  c a s e  w h e n  E  i s  k n o w n ,  w e  t a k e  
B  =  I  
p  
a n d  V  
i s  a  z e r o  m a t r i x .  H e n c e ,  a r g u i n g  a s  b e f o r e ,  w e  g e t  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
t h e o r e m ,  f o r  T
0  
g i v e n  b y  ( 3 . 2 )  a n d  r e p l a c i n g  ( n / N )  b y  2 :  
T h e o r e m  4 .  2 .  2 .  W h e n  H
1  
o b t a i n s  ,  
=  H u )  +  n - 1  c p ( u ) [ 2 l \ - 3  ( µ , 1 - µ , 2 ) ,  (  z ; l  - ~ 1  ; _ 2  6 1 ) ( µ 1 - µ , 2 )  
- u  - 2 u  6  -
2  
t r ( I  - 2 7
1  
E  )  
p  1 2  
- 2 (  u 3 A - 4  +  u 2 A  - 3 ) (  1 , 1 , 1 - 1 , 1 , 2 ) ,  (  I ; - !  I ; - 1  ; _ 2  r 7 l ) (  i . , _ - ~ )  
+  6 u  6 - 4 ( µ , i - µ , 2 ) ,  (  2 : 7 1  - L 7 1  ; 2  ~ 1 ) ( µ , 1 - µ , 2 ) ]  +  O ( n  - 2 )  •  
C o r o l l a r y  4 . 2 . 1 .  W h e n  H
1  
o b t a i n s  a n d  ;
2  
=  p ~  ,  
l .  
P [ ( T
0  
- a / 2 ) a . -
2  
~ u ]  
=  ~ ( u )  +  n - l  c p ( u ) [ 2 ( 1 - p ) 6 - l  - u  - 2 ( p - 3 ) ( 1 - p )  u 6 -
2  
3  - 2  2  - 1  - 2  
- 2 ( 1 - p ) ( u  6  +  u  6  ) ]  +  O ( n  )  •  
C a s e  { b ) :  I n  t h i s  c a s e  ~ i s  u n k n o w n  a n d  ; _
2  
=  p ~  w i t h  k n o w n  p .  
H e n c e  f r o m  ( 4 . 3 5 ) ,  ( 4 . 3 6 )  a n d  t h e o r e m  4 . 2 . 1  w e  g e t  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
t h e o r e m ,  r e p l a c i n g  { n / N )  b y  2  a n d  f o r  T
1  
g i v e n  b y  ( 3 . 4 ) :  
T h e o r e m  4 . 2 . 3 .  W h e n  H
1  
o b t a i n s  a n d  ; _
2  
=  p ~  ,  
1  
P [ ( T
1  
- a . / 2 )  a . -
2  
S u ]  
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= i(u) + n-l ~(u)[2(1-p) A-l_ u(3p-1)/2 - A(p-1)/2 
2 2 -2 
- u(A /4 + u + uA)] + O(n ) • 
Case ( c): When both LJ and ;_2 are unknown we get the fo 1 lowing 
theorem from (4.42), (4.43) and theorem 4.2.1, replacing (n/N) by 
2 and for T2 given by (3.23) 
Theorem 4.2.4. When H1 obtains , 
1 
P[(T~ - a./2)a.-2 ~ u] 
L. 
= t(u) + n-1 ~(u)l2tt3(µ,l-µ,2)'( ~1- r;-1 2i2 B°l)(µ,Cµ,2) 
- u - 2u A - 2 tr(I - ~l ~ ) p J.2 
- 2(u36-4 + u2A-3)(µ,Cµ,2) ' ( L"°l - ~1 2i2 B"l)(µ,1-µ,2) 
+ 6u 6-4(µ,l-µ,2)'( 'B'°l- 271 ~2 B°l){µ,1-µ,2) 
+ 2{64 + [(µ,1-µ,2)' ~l 2i2 271(µ,1-µ,2)]2){(263)-1 + 3u(2A4)-l} 
{ (p+1)62 + (µ,1- µ,2)' ~1 ;_2 :E'°l L)l2 L"°l (µ,C µ,2) 
+ (µ,1-µ,2), B"l ;_2 B"l(µ,1-µ,2) tr ~l 2i2) 
(u/2){(26)-2 + u2A-4 + uA-3) 
i i 
.. 
' I 
I. I 
' I 
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As a special case of theorem 4.2.4 we get the following: 
Corollary 4.2.2. When a1 obtains and ; 2 = pE , 
1 
P[(T2 - a/2) a-2 ~ u] 
= l{u) + n-l ~(u)[2(1-p)6-l - u - 2(p-3)(1-p)u 6-l 
- 2(1-p)(u36-2 + u26-1) + (264 + 264p2){(263)-l + 3u(264 )-1) 
( ) -2 2 -4 -3 ( 4 4 2) -2) 
- u { 26 + u 6 + u 6 } ~ + 6 p ] + O(n • 
Similar theorems and corollaries can be written when H2 obtains 
using the following relation: 
(4.49) 
where Pi is the probability under Hi' i = 1,2. 
4.3. Asymptotic expansion of probability of misclassification of 
some classification rules: 
Let us consider the rule which classifies x0 to rr1 if, 
and only if, 
(4.50) W ~ O 
where W is given by (4.1). It follows from (4.49) and the definition 
·X· 
of W that the probability of misclassification (PK!) of the rule 
a 
given by (4.50), under both H1 and H2 , is 
. (4.51) * P[W < O] = P[Wa < - 6/2] • 
l , 
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Now we consider the three cases (a), (b), and (c) given before. 
Case (a): In this case ~ is known and ;_2 may be known 
or unknown. We have seen in Section 2 that both the EML rule and the 
PML rule accept H1 if, and only if 
where T0 is given by (3.2). Hence we get the following theorem 
from (4.51) and theorem 4.2.2. 
Theorem 4.3.1. · When ~ is known, the PM:! of the EML rule as 
well as the PML rule is 
P[T0 < 0] = 1(- ~/2) + n-l cp(~/2) [b./2 + ~ -l tr(Ip - rr1 ; 2) 
- (µ,1-µ,2) • ( Ljl - ~l ;2 B°l)(µ,1-µ,2)(~ -3 + (4~)-1}] 
+ O(n-2 ) • 
Corollary 4. 3 .1. When ~ is known and ;_2 = p~ , the PM:! of the 
EML rule as well as the PML rule is 
Case {b): In this case E is unknown and ; 2 = p°E with known p. 
We have seen in Section 2 that both the EML rule and the PML rule 
accept H1 if, and only if 
I I 
I. I 
. .. 
-
-
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where T1 is given by (3.4). Hence we get the following theorem 
from (l~. 51) and theorem ~. 2. 3. 
Theorem 4. 3. 2. When 6 is unknown and ;_2 = p~ with know p , 
the Pt-£ of the PML as well as the EML rule is 
P[T2 < O] = 1(- A/2) + n-l ~(A/2)[li(p-1)/4 + li(l-,.p)/4 
+ (p-1)(1-p)A-l] + O{n-2) • 
Case ( c): In this case both ~ and ;_2 are unknown. We 
have seen in Section 2 that the PML rule accepts H1 if, and only 
if' 
T ~ 0 
2 
where T0 is given by (3.23). Hence we get the following theorem c:.. 
from (4.51) and theorem 4.2.4. 
Theorem 4.3.3. When both :E and '5; are unknown. the 
'-12 
Pt-£ of the PML rule is 
P (T2 < O] = ip(-li/2) + n-l cp(li/2) [li/2 + li-l tr{Ip - rr
1 ;_2) 
- (µ,1-µ2)'( '2Jl_ r;-1 ;2 ~l)(µi-~Hli-3 + (46)-1) 
3 -1 4 ~1 ~ ~1 2 ( 2ll ) (ll + [ (µ1-µ,2) I LJ J.2 LJ (µ,1-µ,2)] } 
+ (4A(l{(p+l) 62 + (µ,1-µ,2)' L?l ;2 r;-1 ;2 ~1(µ1-µ2) 
+ (µ,1-µ,2)' ~1 ;_2 ~l(µ,i-µ,2) tr ( ~1 ;_2)}] + O(n-2) • 
We have also seen in Section 2 that when ; 2 = pl.J, the PML 
rule for p = 1 and the approximate PML rule for p > 1 are the 
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same as the rule for general ~ 2 • Hence we get the 
following theorem 
from (4.51) and corollary 4.2.2 (or theorem 4.3.3). 
Theorem 4.3.4. When ~ = pz::; and both L} and p are unknown, the 12 
PK; of the approximate ( t~ac t when p = 1) PML rule is 
P[T2 < O] = 1(- ~/2) + n-l ~(~/2)[~(1+p)/4 
Remarks: (i). We have seen in Section 3 that the computation of 
... 
the percentage points from the exact distribution of W is not 
practical; results of this section may be used to compute the percentage 
( -2) points approximate to the order of n • For an analysis in this 
line, when Lt2 is a zero matrix, one may refer to Anderson [4]. 
{ii). As ~ tends to infinity, the Pr-£ {to the order of 
n-2) ( I ) in all the cases tend to I - A 2 in such a way that 
lim [PM: - 1(- A/2)]/i(- A/2) = 0. 
A • oo 
{iii). When p = 1, large negative values of p seem to 
give better approximation since the P:tv£ of all the rules discussed 
above decrease as p tends to -1. However, in Section 5 we have 
established that the exact PM:: decreases as p tends to -1 if 
only A is large and increases as p tends to -1 if ~ is small; 
bounds of p for different combinations of ~ and N have also 
been obtained. 
', I 
: I 
, I 
~ 
\ I 
_,J 
' I 
-
I I 
l..,J 
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{iv). When p > 1 and ;_2 = p~, from corollary 4.3.1 and, 
theorem h.3.~ we observe that large negative p gives a better 
approximation if and only if 62 > 4(p-1). 2 If 6 < 4(p-1), the 
approximation is better when p is close to 1; and if 62 = 4(p-1), 
the approximate PM: does not involve 
follows that the PM: to the order of 
p. From theorem 4.3.4 it 
-2 
n is minimum (for fixed N 
and ~) at p = 26-2 - (2p - 2)-1 • Hence, in this case p = 0 or 
the standard case gives best approximation if ~2 = 4(p-1). Otherwise 
-2 -1 p = ~ - (2p-2) gives a better approximat1on if 
126-2 - (2p - 2)-11 ~ 1. 
In case 26-2 - (2p - 2)-l > 1, p = 1 gives a better approximation 
and p = -1 otherwise. 
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5. STUDIES ON PROBABILITY OF CORRECT CLASSIFICATION. 
5.0. Introduction. 
In this section we shall study the probability of correct 
classification (PCC) of some rules as a function of the unknown 
parameters and two estimates of the PCC of the ML rule and inequalities 
concerning their expectations and PCC of the EML rule. In the Section 
5.1. we take r as given by (3.1). 
Consider the class of rules vk which accepts H1 if, 
and only if, 
(5.1) W~k 
for some constant k; where W is given by (4.1). Let Vik be the 
class of rules which accepts H1 if, and only if, 
(5.2) 
for some constant k, (i = 0,1,2); where T
0
, T1 and T2 are given 
respectively by (3.2), (3.4) and {3.23). We have seen in section 4 
that i = 0,1,2 are special cases of T., 
1. 
i = 0,1,2 
are special cases of W for 2B = B1 + B2 given, respectively by 
(4.7), (4.8) and (4.9). We have also seen that W is invariant under 
the transofrmations (4.11). But, if we assume (3.1), we can take L 
in (4.11) such that 
(5. 3) 
and as a consequence the PCC of the rule $k' and hence the rules 
• 'i 
\ ! 
' .. 
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Wik' i = 0,1,2, involve only two parameters, a and p, where 
I'\ 
a= A' is given by (3.13). In view of (4.11), we shall take 
~= IP, µ1 = O and µ~ = (~, 0, ••• ,0), under the condition (3.1). 
In the first part of this section we shall study the monotonicity 
of PCC of tk as a function of ~, for fixed p. In the second 
part we shall consider p = 1 (in which case (3.l) is trivially 
true) and study the PCC of w0 as a function of p for fixed ~. 
In each case we shall hold N fixed. Finally we shall consider the 
estimation problem of the PCC of the ML rule, for small as well as 
large N and inequalities concerning PCC and the estimates. 
5.1. Monotonicity of the PCC of the rule Vk as a function of a 
for fixed p and N. 
We shall use the following result (with different notation) 
of Das Gupta (11) to show that the PCC of the rule tk increases 
monotonically with a for fixed p and N when H1 obtains and 
k >- O. 
Das Gupta's Result: Let u1 and u2 be two p x 1 random vectors 
such that 
Let V be a p x p random matrix, distributed independently of u1 
and u2 , such that, for every p x p orthogonal matrix L, V and 
LVL' have the same distribution and the distribution of V does not 
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involve v. Then, both 
and P[U' V-l U ~ c] 1 2 
depend on v only through v'v and they are increasing monotonically 
as a function of v'v when a~ 0 and c ~ O. 
For the rule Vk' we identify u1 , u2 V, v, a and c as 
follows, under H1, 
where 
v = 6, v'v = 6 1 6 = a 
1 
a = - 1, V = B, c = - k(c1c2 )-~ 
and c 
2 
are given by (3.3). Now, the PCC of the rule 
Vk, when H1 obtains, is 
Hence we get the following theorem: 
Theorem 5. 1. 1. For fixed p and N, when H1 obtains, the PCC 
of the rule vk is an increasing function of a if k ~ O. 
Corollary 5.1.1. When H1 obtains and p and N are held fixed, 
the PCC's of each of the rules Wok' v1k and v2k are increasing 
functions of a if k ~ O. 
In view of {4.53) we get the following corollary: 
I I 
i / 
~ 
\ ' 
I. I 
: I 
I I 
Ii.I 
~ ' . 
.. 
·-
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Corollary J.1.~. When either of H1 or H2 obtains and p and N 
are held fixed, the PCC's of each of the rules w00 , w10 and w20 
are increasing functions of a. 
Remark: The rules t00 , w10 and w20 are, respectively, the EML 
(or PML) rule when E is known, the EML {or PML) rule when ~ is 
unknown but p is known and the approximate ( exact when p = 1) PML 
rule when both ~ and p are unknown. For p = 1 and fixed N, 
table 1 gives the PCC of the rule w0 as a function of ~ for three 
different values of p, namely p = 0.9999, p = 0 and p = - 0.9999. 
5.2. PCC as a function of p when p = 1 and N and ~ are fixed. 
When p = 1, the rules t0 , tiO' i = 0,1,2 reduce to the 
same rule which accepts H1 if, and only if 
The PCC of the above rule under both H1 and H2 are equal and is 
given by 
(~.4) 
where c1 and c2 are given by (3.3). 
Differentiating h partially with respect to p we get 
(5.5) h'( . ~ N) = oh{p; 6,N} P, , - op 
= [2t(~ c;½) - 1]~(6 c~½)6 ci312 N-l 
- [21(6 ci½) - 1]~(6 c;½)~ c;312 N-1. 
- 7 4  -
H e n c e  h ' ( p ;  6 , N )  ~ 0  i s  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  
1  
( 5 . 6 )  
2 1 ( 6  c ;
2
)  - 1  
c p ( 6  c ;
2
)  
W e  s h a l l  e x c l u d e  t h e  c a s e  w h e n  6  E  0 ,  s i n c e  i n  t h i s  c a s e  
h ( p ;  6 , N )  =  1 / 2 .  
D e f i n e  
( 5 . 7 )  
g ( c )  =  [ 2 t ( c )  - 1 ) / c p { c ) c
3
,  
C  >  0  
L e t  
( 5 . 8 )  
T h e n  w e  c a n  r e w r i t e  ( 5 . 6 )  a s  
N o t e  t h a t  g ( c )  •  o o  a s  c  •  O .  T h u s ,  a s  p  •  1  
I  '  
I  I  
~ I  
I  
~ 
I  I  
. .  
I  I  
g
1  
( p ;  6 , N )  •  o o  l a . I  
( 5 . 1 0 )  
M o r e o v e r ,  
( 5 . 1 1 )  
I  '  
I  
\  :  
. . . .  
--
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Numerical calculations of g indicate that g is decreasing on 
-X· * * (o,c ] and increasing on [C ,oo), where C -· 1.6151575, correct 
to '( decimal places. Numerical calculations of the values of g1 
and g0 for different combinations of A and N and also the c_ 
graphs of h(p; 6,N) give evidence that the following proposition is 
true (see TABLE 2). 
Proposition 5.2.1. For fixed A and N, 
can be equal to zero at most once, for !Pl~ 1. 
In this sequel, we shall argue and make conclusions, 
assuming that this proposition is indeed true. Since is a 
continuous function of p (- 1 ~ p < 1), it follows from proposition 
5.2.1. and (5.10) that 
for any p if 
Also by the same argument it follows that there exists 
such that 
g1(p; 6,N) - g2 (p; A,N) * <O for p < p 
* = 0 for p = p 
* >O for p > p 
if 
(5.13) 
* * p = p (6,N) 
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The relation {5.12) holds if, and only if, one of the following 
conditions hold: 
{a) 
(b) 
c* ~ 6/2 
* 1,. 6/2 < c < N2 6/2 and 
1.. 
g(A/2) ~ g(N2 6/2) • 
The relation (5.13) holds if, and only if, one of the following 
conditions hold: 
{c) 
and 
{d) 
* 1.. 6/2 < c < N2 6/2 
1 
g(A/2) > g(N2 A/2) 
1 * N"2 6/2 ~ c • 
In getting the above equivalence relation we have used the facts on 
* the nature of g and the existence of c , as derived earlier. 
The above facts and evidences lead us to conclude the 
following: 
{i) h{p; 6,N) is a decreasing function of p for fixed 
6 and N if either {a) or {b) holds. 
(ii) h{p; 6,N) is an increasing function of p * on (-1, p ] 
* and a decreasing function of [p , 1], if either (c) 
and (d) holds. 
The above conclusions may be seen from th~ graphs of 
h{p; 6,N), in table 2, as a function of p. 
The asymptotic expansions for the PCC as given in Section 4 
also support the conclusions when N is large. Table 4 gives the 
I I 
I I 
i..J 
\ I 
... 
'- . 
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values of c
3 
and c4 such that Table 4 can be 
* used to find a lower bound of p as follows: 
If for some p0 and a combination of 80 and N0,(5.9) 
holds, then let 
and find c4 from the table such that g(c3) = g(c4). Then 
(5.14) 
Table 1 presents the graphs of h(p; 8,N) for fixed N 
and p = - 0.9999, p = 0 and p = 0.9999 as a function of 8. 
Table 3 gives the values of h{p; 8,N) for various values of 8, 
N and p. 
5.3. Estimation of probability of correct classification and Inequalities. 
When all the parameters are known, the minimax Bayes rule 
·>E-W o is the one which accepts H1 if, and only if 
(~.15) 
The PCC of this rule under H1 or H2 equals 1(8/2). 
Several estimates of 1(8/2) are proposed in the literature. In 
effect, these estimates are considered in order to ascertain the 
optimum PCC under complete knowledge and give some information on the 
divergence between the two populations. Following Fisher (12) and 
A Smith (25) we consider two such estimates, given by i{~/2) and 
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(5.16) 
and c1(v0 ) = the proportion of the observations in the training 
sample correctly classified by v0 as coming from rr1, and v0 is 
given by (5.15). 
Also we consider the problem of estimating the PCC of the 
rule v0 and the above two estimates may also be taken as estimates 
of the PCC of Vo• 
In particular, when p = 1, P(v0) is easily obtained as 
(5.17) . P(t0) = P1[(2X0 - x1 - x2)(x1 - x2) ~ 01 
where 
(5.18) 
and 
(5.19) 
= P1[x0 - (x1 + x.2)/2 ~ O] + P[(x2 - x1) ~ O] 
= t(a) + t(b) - 21(a)t)b) 
1 
a= (6/2)[1 + (l-11>)/2N]-~ 
_J:. 
b = (6/2)[(1-p)/2N] 2 
When p > 1, the exact expression for P1(v0) becomes 
quite involved; however, approximate values are obtained, to the 
order of -2 n , in theorem 4.3.1., theorem 4.3.2. and theorem 
4.3.3. according as t0 is equivalent to v00 , v10 and t20 
respectively. 
( - -
I I 
I i 
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First we consider Fisher's estimate given by t(~/2). 
,.2 
As we have seen in Section 3, for a suitable constant k, k 6 
has a noncentral chi-square, a noncentral F or a mixture of noncentral 
F distribution according as B in (5.16) is given by (4.7), (4.8) 
or (4.9) respectively and hence the exact expression of Ei(~/2) 
becomes quite involved. From the expansions in Section 4, we obtain 
an approximation, to the order of -2 A n , of Ei(6/2) as follows: 
Case {a): ~ is known. In this case B = ~ and 
(5.20) Et(!/2) = 1(6/2) + n -l cp(6/2)[ (~)-l tr(11-!;'"1 ; 2) 
- { ( 26 3) -1 + ( 4A )-1) ( µ,l -µ,2) ' (rr 1 - "[; 1 ;2 "fl' 1) ( µ,1 -µ,2) ] ( n/N) 
+ O(n-2 ) 
which reduces to the following when ~ 2 = p ~: 
(5.21) El(~/2) = t(6/2) + n-l cp(A/2)[(2A)-1(p-1)(1-p) 
Case (b): ~ is unknown and ; 2 = p ~ with known p. In this case 
B is given by {~.8) and 
(5.22) Et(6/2) = 1(6/2) + n-l cp{A/2)[(~)-l(p-1)(1-p)(n/N) 
Case ( c): ~ and ; 2 are unknown. In this case B is given 
by (4.9) and 
(5.23) 
- Bo -
E 1(6/2) = I (ll/2) + n -l cp{ll/2)[ (2/l)-l ( tr{\, - rr1 ~ 2 )(n/N) 
+ (p+l)!l2 + {µ,1-µ,2)' E°"l ;2 ~l ;2 ~l (µCµ,2) 
+ (µ,1-µ2) 1 E'°l ;2 L7l {µ1-µ,2) tr ~l ~2} 
- {(1663)-1 + (326-1)} 
• [ (8n/N)(µCµ2) r (E'91 - ~1 ~2 ~1)(µ1-µ,2) 
+ {/l2 - (µ1-µ,2)' Li"91 ;2 E"°l (µ'1-µ2)}2 
+ {/l2 + {µl-µ2)' ~1 ~2 ~1 (µ,1-µ2)}2]] + O(n-2} 
which reduces to the following when ; 2 = p D: 
(5.24) 
+ {2p+l)(l-1-p2)ll/8 - ll(l-p)n/4N 
When p = 1 and :E (now a scalar) is known, 
(5.25) E ~(~/2) = l{c) + t(-b) - 2G{c, -b, -p 1) 
where 
l. (5.26) c = (ll/2)[1 + (1-p)/2N]-2 
(5.27) 
and b is given by {5.19), G(•,•,p) denotes the distribution function 
of the standard bivariate normal with coefficient of correlation p. 
, I 
' I 
; I 
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Now we consider Smith's estimate c 1(v0 ). Let, for a= 1,2, ••• ,N 
t = 11 
a o elsewhere • 
Then 
N 
= (1/N) ~ t 
a re=l 
and 
Case (a): In this case :B is known and B = ~. In view of (4.11) 
we can assume (4.10). Define 
and 
, 
Then the joint distribution of u1 and u2 is given by 
1 
(
(1 - -)I N p 
0 
we have 
E c 1(w00) = P[(2u1 + u2)' u2 > o] 
= P[Uo > - (1/2)(u; U2)½] • 
Since the conditional distribution of u0 given u2 is 
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N[O, (1 - 1/N)], we have 
(5.28) 
1 ,.. 
= E i[(l - l/N)-2 A/2] • 
The distribution of k ~2 is a noncentral chi-square, for some 
constant k, and so the exact expression of (5.28) is complicated 
for p > 1; however, when p = 1, we have 
(5.29) 
where 
1 
(5.30) d = (A/2)[1 - (1+p)/2N]-~ 
(5.31) 
and G is as defined before, b is given by (5.19). 
We also note that (5.29) is valid for p = 1 even when ~ 
(now a scalar) is unknown and p is known or unknown. 
Case (b): 6 is unknown and ;_2 = p ~ with known p. In this case 
where A is given by (2.10). 
where 
Define 
-1 - - ) V = T (X - X 1 2 
~ I 
' I 
I 
.; 
I I 
,..; 
' ' . 
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and T is a lower triangular matrix {defined uniquely) such that 
A = T T'. 
Then 
Note that the distribution of U is free from any parameters and 
{x1, x2, A) is sufficient and complete. Thus, from Basu's theorem, 
it follows that U and V are independently distributed. 
In view of the transformations given by {4.11), we assume 
lJ = I • As we have seen in Section 3, for a = 1,2, ••• ,N and for p 
-x- * * we have A= s11/2(1-p) + s22/2(1+p) where Sii is given by (3.6), 
i = 1,2. Define 
and 
(-* *) ( ) -½ zl = k xl - X 11 [ 2 1-p. ] 
(-* *) ( ) -½ z2 = k x 2 - x 21 (2 l+p ] • 
Then, we can rewrite A as 
where and s2 are nn.1tuallly independent 
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Z. -N [O, I ] 
1. p p i = 1,2 
and 
S. - W [I , N-2] ]. p p i = 1,2 
Now, define 
]. 1 
yl = [(l-p)/2]2 zl + [(l+p)/2)-2 z2 
and 
1 -~ 
y2 = [(l-p)/2]2 zl - [(l+p)/2] 2 z2. 
Then Y1 and Y2 are independent N [O, I ] p p and 
where Y1 and S are independently distributed and 
S - W [I , 2N - 3] • p p 
Note that T-ly1 = U and the density of U is given by 
{const.){1 - u'u)N-2-p/2 , 0 < u'u < 1. 
Define 
-~ 
w = (u'v)(v'v) 2 • 
Then W is distributed as any particular component of U independ-
ently of V. The density of W is 
2N-3 -1 
2 -{const.)(1 - w) 2 
-1 < w < 1 . 
Let the distribution function of W be F. Then 
.> 
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No attempt will be made to evaluate {5.32) exactly, but it will be 
used to establish inequalities which follow. 
Inequalities:· For establishing inequalities between PCC 1s and the 
expected values of their estimates, r is taken as given by (3.1). 
Since the rules or statistics iiwolvedin 
are invariant under the transformations given by (4.11), without 
loss of generality, we assume 
(5.33) E=Ip, µ.1=0, -µ,2= {l:l, 0, ••• ,0). 
(5.33) can be easily seen by diagonalizing E and {µ,i-µ,2 )(µ,1-µ,2)' 
instead of ~ and Lt2 (which is p ~ now} and follow the proof of 
(3.10). 
Bayes rule when the parameters are known, it can be shown following 
an argument of Hills [13] that 
(5.34) 
In the standard case (i.e., when p = 0) for p = 1, Hills [13] 
has established the inequality 
which was generalized for p > 1 by Das Gupta [11]. The inequality 
(5.35) is established when ~ is known or p is known, in our case. 
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The inequality 
,. 
(5.36) E l(~/2) < E c1<to) 
is also established when at least one of ~ and p is known. The 
inequality (5.36), when p = O, was proved by Hills [13] for p = 1 
and generalized by Das Gupta [11] for p > 1. 
Case (a): ~ is known. 
From (5.28), it follows immediately that 
Consider p = 1. Now 
where 
and 
Since the conditional distribution of u1 , given u2 , is normal 
with the conditional mean u2 , we have 
Equivalently 
(5.38) 
Hence, 
. , 
I i 
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= P[U1 ~ 0] = i(d) ~ t(~/2) 
where d is given by (5.30). To prove (5.35) for p > 1, let 
t be a p x 1 vector such that t't = 1. Transforming the 
p-variate problem to a univariate problem, it follows from (5.28), 
(5.33) and (5.39) that 
where t' = (t1,t2 , ••. ,tp). Now letting t 1 = 1, (5.35) is proved 
for p > 1. Hence,combining (5.34) and (5.35) we get 
(5.40) 
For p = 1, it follows from (5.25) that 
,. 
lim E i{~/2) = 1 - 2G(O,O,-p 1) 
~• O 
where p 1 is given by (5.27) and hence 
{5.41) lim E t(~/2) > 1/2. 
~-• 0 
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For p > 1, ... 2 as 6 • 0, 6 is proportional to a {central) 
Chi-squar random variable with p degrees of freedom, and hence 
the inequality (5.41) is also true for p > 1. But, since 
(5.42) lim 1(6/2) = 1/2 
~• O 
we have the following inequality from (5.37), (5.40), (5.41) and 
(5.42) for sufficiently small 6 and for all p 
Case (b): In this case ~ is unknown but p is known. We now 
establish that (5.40) is true in this case also. As we have pointed 
out before, when p = 1, 
which is given by (5.29). Hence it follows from (5.35) that 
For p > 1, once again reducing the problem to a univariate·problem 
using a p X 1 vector t such that t't = 1, it follows from 
(5.32) and (5.44) that 
1 
E c1<*10) ~ E[F{(k/2)lt'(x1-X2)l(t'A t)-2 }] 
= E 1[ (k/2) 1 t' (x1-x2 11 
> ,c1.e1~lt2) 
Now letting t 1 = 1 we have 
I I 
I i 
b} 
I I 
I I 
-~ 
1 ! 
1 i 
i 
\'.!if) 
I. I 
i I 
I ! 
bl 
I i bJ 
! ' 
I ! 
w 
..... 
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Hence 
Case_ (c):. In this case both ~ and p are unlmown. No inequality 
has been established except (5.32) for p > 1. However, when p = 1, 
we have 
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G. Admissibility of some classification rules. 
In the sequel r is assumed to have the structure given by 
(3.1). It is also assumed that at least one of ~ and p is 
known. Hence, in particular, we have two rules given by (2.8) and 
(2. 9), respectively, for known ~ and unknown ~ but known p • 
These two rules are proved to be admissible Bayes rules. In 
proving admissibility of the rule given by (2.8), we put unit 
* mass to p = p as the prior distribution of p in case p is 
unknown; normal priors are considered for the unknown means. The 
technique of Kiefer and Schwartz [16], in particular,lemma 3 has 
been used to prove admissibility of the rule given by (2.9). 
Theorem 6.1. When ~ is known and p is known or unknown, the 
class of rules which accepts H1 if, and only if, 
for some constant k, is admissible Bayes rule. 
Proof: Let ! = (X11'···,x1N' X21'···,x2N' XO) be the p X (2N + 1) 
matrix of observations. The likelihood of X will be denoted as 
the conditional probability function, f(!, p, 'E I µ,1 , µ,2), given 
µ,1 and µ,2• Without loss of generality we have assumed p known. 
We can write 
1 
• etr[- (1/2) E"' {A+ (x0 - µ,){x0 - µ,)')] 
'  .  
- 9 1  -
W h e r e  µ  =  µ i  a n d  f  =  f i  u n d e r  H i  i  =  1 , 2  a n d  w h e r e  A  i s  
g i v e n  b y  ( 2 . 1 0 ) .  
D e f i n e  
( 6  
)  
(  
- ) (  ) - 1 / 2  
. 2  Y
1 0  
=  x
0  
- x
1  
1  +  1 / N  
( 6 . 3 )  y l l  = ( X O +  N X l ) ( l  +  N ) l / 2  
a n d  
T h e n  Y
1 0
,  Y
1 1  
a n d  Y
1 2  
a r e  m u t u a l l y  i n d e p e n d e n t  p - v a r i a t e  
n o r m a l  w i t h  t h e  s a m e  c o v a r i a n c e  m a t r i x  ~ a n d ,  u n d e r  H
1
,  E  Y
1 0  
=  0  
( 6 . 5 )  E  Y
1 1  
=  ~
1
( 1 + N )
1
/
2  
a  ~ l '  s a y  
R e w r i t i n g  ( 6 . 1 )  i n  t e r m s  o f  Y
1 0
,  Y
1 1  
a n d  Y
1 2  
w e  h a v e  
•  e t r  [ - ( 1 / 2 )  ' E ' 9
1  
{ A  +  Y
1 0  
Y i _
0  
+  ( Y
1 1  
- v
1
)  ( Y
1 1  
- " l ) '  
C o n s i d e r  a  p r i o r  d i s t r i b u t i o n  n ( v
1
)  a n d  n { v
2
)  o n  v
1  
a n d  v
2  
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respectively such that v1 and v2 are independen
t Np [O, ~ ] • 
Now, since 
(6.9) Cov (Y1i) = Cov [E(Y1ilvi)] + E[Cov (Y1ilvi)] 
=~+~=2~ 
we have, 
Similarly, under H2 , define Y21 , i = 0,1,2 the s
ame way as 
Y11, i = 1,2,3 by interchanging 
x1 and x2 and considering the same 
independent normal prior on the means of Y21 and Y22, we get 
Hence a Bayes rule is to accept H1 if, and only if, 
* for some constant k. But, since 
f , 
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(6.12) is equivalent to 
Now 
Hence, (6.14) is equivalent to 
which is equivalent to the rule given by (2.8),thus proving the 
theorem. 
Theorem 6.2. When E is unknown and p is known, the class of 
rules which accepts H1 if, and only if, 
-1 1 + tr A n01 
-1 < k 
1 + tr A 002 
for some constant k, and where 001 is given by (2.3), is admissible 
Bayes. 
Proof: As before, 
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Following Kiefer and Schwartz [16, lemna 3], consider the prior 
distribution on ~, v1 and v2 as follows: 
Let Tl be a p X 1 vector and 
!r1 = I + 'flll' with probability 1 p 
i = 1,2; with probability 1. 
The conditional distribution of v1 and v2 given 1l is 
where 
(6.15) cr2 = 1 - Tl'(I +1111')-1 Tl= II + Tlll'l-1 p p 
and the density function of 1l is given by 
:(~) = cjIP + ~~•1-(2N-l)/2 
= c{l+1l'll)-(2N-l)/2 
where :;<~) is integrable over RP if p < (2N-l) and 
determined from 
J dTT{ll) = 1 • 
Hence the conditional density of !, V1 and v2 given Tl 
(6.16) £1(!, P, Y1, Y2l'Tl) = [(2TT)(2N+l)p/2+1(1-p2)N/2]-l 
• II + Tlll'l(2N+l)/2 ( o2 ) p 
C is 
is 
. ,, 
I 
.... 
w 
j 
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( 2 2 2 • exp[- l/2)cr (y1 + y2)]. 
From (6.15) we have 
Now, 
2 2 2 ' 
cr Yi = Y . - Y . Tl v. , i = 1, 2 l. ]. ]. 
and 
tr(I + TJTJ')(Y1 . - v.)(Y1 . - v.)' l. l. :L 1. 
Hence (6.16) can be written as 
• I I + TJTJ' I (2N-l) /2 
p 
Integrating y1 and y2 in {6.17) we get 
- 9 6  -
( 6 . 1 8 )  
H e n c e ,  
•  e t r  
I n t e g r a t i n g  ~ w e  g e t  
D e f i n i n g  Y
2
i ,  i  =  0 , 1 , 2  i n  t h e  s a m e  w a y  a s  b e f o r e  a n d  c o n s i d e r i n g  
t h e  p r i o r  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  t h e  s a m e  w a y  a s  u n d e r  H
1
,  w e  g e t ,  
u n d e r  H
2  
L  
I  I  
. .  
I  
1 1 1 1 1 1  
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Hence a Bayes rule is to accept H1 
if, and only if, 
(6.21) 
for some constant * k . (6.21) is equivalent to, by (6.13) 
I ' 1-1/2 ylOylO + A > k* 
ly Y' + Al-1/2 20 20 
which is equivalent to 
which is equivalent to (2.9), thus proving the theorem. 
- 9 8  -
A P P E N D I X  
P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  4 . 1 . 1 .  
w h e r e  
B y  M i l l ' s  r a t i o  i n e q u a l i t y  
A  2  A  - ½ t i  - 1  
P [ ! Y
1
f  >  4 ( 1 o g  n )
2
]  ~ ( - )
2  
e  t  •  
1 T  n  
N o w  
H e n c e  
2  
- t  / 2  l  
n  -
e  t  
n  
- 8 l o g n / ( n - N ) ( l - p . )  A  _ 1  - l  
=  e  
1  
[ 4 ( 1 o g  n )
2
{ 2 ( n / N ) ( l - p
1
) )  
2
]  
8 N / n ( l - p  
1
)  A  - 1  A  
=  [ n  { l o g  n )
2
]  [ 2 ( 1 - p . ) ( n / N ) ]
2
( 1 / 4 )  
] .  
2  A  - 1  _ A  - 2  
~ [ n  ( l o g  n )
2
]  ( 2 )  
2  
=  o { n  )  •  
S i m i l a r l y  
I  
- . i  
.  .  
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L e t  B k i j  b e  t h e  e l e m e n t  o f  B k  i n  t h e  i
t h  
r o w  a n d  j
t h  
c o l u n m ,  
N o w  
V  • .  >  2 l o g  n  
1 1  
~ ( j n / 2 ) [ B l i i  +  B
2
i i  - 2 ]  >  2  l o g  n  
~ ( n / 2 ) [ B
1  
. .  +  B
2  
. .  ]  >  2 , / n  l o g  n  +  n  •  
1 . 1 .  1 . 1 .  
H e n c e ,  f o r  0  >  0  
- 0 ( , / n  l o g  n  +  n / 2 )  
P [ V i i  >  2  l o g  n ]  ~ e  
( 8 / 2 ) ( B l i "  +  B
2  
. .  ) ( N - 1 )  
E  
l .  l . l .  
•  e  
- e ( J n .  l o g  n  +  n / 2 )  
~ e  
I  
9 ( N - l ) B
1
. .  8 ( N - l ) B
2
.  · ]  
•  E  e  
1 1  
+  e  
1 1  
( 1 / 2 )  
- 8 ( , / n  l o g  n  +  n / 2 )  - n /
4  
=  e  ( 1  - 2 9 )  ,  0  <  8  <  1 / 2 .  
T h e  l a s t  e q u a l i t y  f o l l o w s  f r o m  ( 4 . 6 ) .  
L e t  
( A . 3 )  0  =  k / J n .  
F i x  k  a n d  l e t  n  b e  s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e  s u c h  t h a t  k / J n .  =  9  <  1 / 2 .  
T h e n  
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-k,/ii./2 -klogn -n/4 
P [V .. > 2 log n] ~ e e (l-2k/J'n.) • 
11. 
But, since n/4 = {Jn/2k)k,/ii./2, we have 
P[Vii > 2 log n] ~ Constant 
-k 
= o{n ) • 
-klogn 
e 
Similarly P[-Vii > 2 log n] ~ O(n-k) • 
Hence, for k > 2, 
Now let i /: j. 
Vij > 2 log n 
~ (n/4)(B1 .. + B2 .. ) > Jo. log n • l.J l.J 
Hence 
-e,/n. log n (n/4)9(B1i. + B2i.) P[Vij > 2 log n] ~ e Ee J J 
-aJn log n I {n/2)9Bli. (n/2)9B .. ] ~ e E e J + e 21J (1/2) ~ 
-a,Jii. log n 2 n/4 
= e (1 - 9) , 0 < 9 < 1/2. 
The last equality follows from (4.6). Again, for fixed k and for 
0 as in (A.3) and for sufficiently large n such that 8 = k/Jn < 1/2, 
we have 
[ ] ~ e-k log n(l-k2/n)-n/4 = O{n-k) • P V ij > 2 log n 
! i 
~ 
' I ! I 
I i 
~ 
,w 
i I 
1 
I 
1-1 
; ! 
LJ 
l I 
~ .I 
w 
( ,I 
! I 
~ 
I I 
lJ 
lJ 
~- .. 
-. 
Similarly, 
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'k P [ -V .. > 2 log n] ~ o( n - ) • l.J 
Hence, for k >·2 
(A.5) I -2 P [Iv. . > 2 log n] ~ o(n ) • l.J 
Since, for any finite number of events E1 , E2 , ••• ,Em we have 
m m 
= 1 - P [ U Ek] ~ 1 - L) P (Ek) 
k=l k=l 
which when combined with {A.1), (A.2) and (A.5) proves the lenuna. 
t 
. 
CJ 
• CJ 
. 
Pot 
1.0 
o.8 
0.7 
o.6 
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TABLE 1 
N = 3 
o.5...,...-::;;.__., __ -&.. __ ..___--J __ _._ __ ..._ _ __...__ _ _.._ __ ~--
o.o 1.5 3.0 
Probability of Correct Classification 
..,J 
..., 
--' 
~-
w.,,J 
\aJ 
... 
I i 
.... 
-.J 
I 
' 
\..J 
I 
'-I 
..... 
t 
. 
t.) 
. 
t.) 
. 
P-1 
llli 
1.0 
0.9 
o.8 
0.7 
o.G 
0 c:· . ) 
0.0 
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TABLE 1 
N = 5 
1.5 3.0 
6 • 
Probability of Correct Classification 
LO 
o.8 
t 
. 
0 
. 
0 
. 0.7 
P-t 
o.o 
-
lo4 -
TABLE 1 
N = 8 
1.5 
6 • 
Probability of Correct Classification 
.,. 
•' 
3.0 
Ii.-
... 
~ 
-
-
... 
-
I 
'-I 
' ' ... 
1' 
. 
t} 
. 
t} 
-
0.0 
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TABLE 1 
N = 10 
1.5 
~ • 
Probability of Correct Classification 
3.0 
-1! 
-
lo6 - ~ 
TABLE 1 
--
1.0 N = 15 .. 
o.8 
--'t 
• 
0.7 
t.) ~ 
• 
t.) 
. 
P-4 
~ 
o.6 '-' 
o.o 1.0 2.0 
6 • 
Probability of Correct Classification 
1' 
. 
u 
. 
u 
. 
~ 
-
1.0 ~ 
. 
0.9 
. 
o.8 • 
• 
0. rr . 
. 
-
0.) 
-1.0 
. 
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TABLE 2 
~ 
~ 
. . . . . . 
o.o 
p • 
Probability of Correct Classification 
for fixed (6,N) 
-
( 
- ( 
( 
( 
_( 
3,5) 
3,3) 
2.5,10) 
2,20) 
( 
1.85, 3) 
1.55,5) 
( 
( 
( 
( 
. 
1,10) 
.8,5) 
.8,3) 
.4,20) 
1.0 
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-' 
TABLE 3 
·1 
PH0BABIL1TY 0F ceP.P.ECT CLAS SI FI CI\TI 0~J 
-----~----~.----------~-~------~---~-
'-' 
DEL.TA= .2s 
_.. 
l1H0 N 5 10 15 20 50 
-1 • 00 • 5109 5 • 51529 • 51 \-~ 49 .52108 • 531 00 
--
-.90 .51117 .51563 • 51rJ90 .52155 • 53159 
-.30 .51141 • 51 599 .519~~4 .5~?.04 • 53222 ~ 
-.10 • 51 l 68 .51639t .51?82 • 522 58 • 53289 
' 
--
- • 60 • 51 197 • 51682 .S?.034 .52316 • 53360 
-. 50 • 51 229 • 51729 • 5209 1 • 52380 • 5343 6 
'-Iii 
-.40 .51264 • 51781 • 521 53 • 52449 • 53517 
--30 • 51304 • 51839 • 52222 • 52524 • 53604 .. 
-.20 • 51349 .51903 • 52298 .52608 • 53697 I 
• 52383 
~ 
-.10 • 51400 • 5197 5 • 52701 • 5379 6 
.oo • 51 458 • 5205~ • 52478 • 52804 .53903 • 
--
• 1 0 • 51 526 .52152 .52587 • 52921 • 54019 
.20 .51605 • 52261 • 527 1 2 • 5:3055 .54142 
--
• 30 • 51701 • 52 391 • s?,~ se • 5320~ • 5427 ,, 
1w 
.40 • 51818 • 52547 . .5303() • 533fi 6 • 5441 3 
• 50 • 519 67 • 5~7 39 • ~ 323'> • 5359 -S • 54 556 ~ 
• 60 • 521 62 • 5298 3 • 5349 5 • 53S4 7 • 54 697 
.7 0 • 5243 6 • 53308 • 538 17 .5ld4-S • 548 21 ... 
• 80 .52S355 • 537 5a .54224 • 5449 1 • 54901.. 
.,,,; 
.90 • 53 593 • 54383 -~·4G7?J • 5~~.rn 0 • St.;j 27 
1 .·oo • 54542 • 547 43 • 54;-~ 17 • 5t.fs ~ 5 • 549 2 5 
.-.J 
.:-
-
~ -
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.. - TABLE 3 
-
f• ~~ i BA r-i I L I T'! 0.F C0RRECT CLAS SI FI CAT I 0N 
-----------~------~-----------------~ 
DELTA= • 50 
:.,l.{ 0 
~-J 5 10 1 5 20 50 
-1. 00 • s, .. rn ,. .55634 • 5,s5,3 4 • 57 269 • 59 1 l 0 
-.90 • 54260 • 557 38 • 56~9 6 • 57 38 1 • 59 1 78 
- • t3 0 .S4343 • 55848 • 5 6H 1 /J • 57,,97 • 59 246 
- • 10 • 541,3 3 • 559 66 • 569 3') .57619 • 59 31 2 
- • 60 • SL, 532 • 5609::? • 57 07 l • 57 7 47 • 59 377 
- • 50 • 54 63':> • 5622$"5 • 57 21 1 • 57W~ 1 • 59 441 
-.4C • 547 5>, • 5637 5 • 57 359 • 53 021 • 59 50 l 
-.30 • 54fW r, -~6534 • 57517 • 58 I 67 • 59 558 
-.20 • 5503 3 • 567 06 • 57 6e s • 5832C • 59 611 
- • 1 C • 5519 5 • 56893 • 5 78 5L~ .5S47>'j • 5965? 
.oo • :,, 537 7 • 57f'\93 • sa o 53 • 5.".'j 6L.~~ • 59701 
• 1 0 • 5~5-:-~ 3 • 57 321 • So~ 51. • ~- -:; ? ~ 9 • 59 7 3 5 
.20 •~,.~•::I'! • '::7 566 • 58 '• r> c, • 5;.;9 7? • 5~ 7 62 
.JC • 5-::,,y,~~ .s1--134 • 5r; ':;"·· ,, • 5,:; 1 Li 6 .5972-1 
• .:, r. • 5 64 l l • s~ 1 ':?.7 i:;.r< ~ 0:-'. . ..., .. - . • :,~ 3~•.S • 517 9 1 
•. 'n • ~- 67 :< .,_. • Sc· L.4 2 .5'Jl?.r) • S·:'• l1 L,0 • 5979 5 
• ,)r_l ::, "1 "'...., •: • • G.J•.~· .s:;112 .~}33,:. • 5~) :,, :.;.~ .sr:,1,3 
• I • 5777 ;;, • 59 0~ 3 • 59 ,. ~:, ... _ • :;:; t, 3 , .. • :; 7·.: 9 
. r 
• ~); : ::• ~J ~I • 5': :,~ 5 • =::, 57c. • ~:: (, 5 :~. • ::/)7 ~~ :~ . ' 
. ' . :. 
k• ~ t 
• ~':j 4 37 • 5'i :; 7 ;~ ·' i • .,/ • ':, :, 7 ~-, G . .. I - 1 . I ,' 
! . • :-; ': r_ ~ .. J • S?L.:2C, .~,?t:-:;3 • :,•:• -~ 3 '/ .:_-~77~ 
-
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TABLE 3 
.. 
PR €81\E~I LI TY 0F cer.~ECT CLASSIFICAT10N 
-------~---------------------~-------
.., 
DELTA= • 7 5 
RH0 N 5 10 1 5 20 50 ~ 
-1.00 • 587 45 .61172 • 6'?.47 7 0 63250 • 64500 
... 
-.90 • 58880 .61320 .62606 • 63354 • 6451 5 
-.so • 59024 • 6147 4 • 6?7 38 • 63458 • 64527 
--
-.10 .59179 .61635 • 6?.87 2 .63561 • 64537 
I I 
-.60 • 59 346 • 61802 • 63008 .63663 • 6L154 5 .. 
-. 50 • 59 5~ 6 .61977 .63146 • 63763 • 64550 
~ 
-.40 • 597 ~o • 621 58 • 6328 LI • 6.38 60 • 64553 
-.30 • 599 30 .62347 .63421 • 639 53 .64554 
..... 
-.20 • 601 58 • 62541 • 63557 • 6lt040 • 64552 
-.10 • 6040 5 • 527 41 ·.63689 • 641 19 • 64550 
_, 
.oo • 60 67 ,, • (·'?.945 • 63'5 1 5 • 6419 0 • 64545 
i... 
• 10 • 609 t:;,7 • 6311-.9 · • 63? 31 • 64250 • 64540 
.20 • 61 23 f:> • 63352 .64035 -~4297 .64534 ~ 
.30 • 61631 • 63545 .64122 • 61.329 • 64527 
• 40 • 6?0C2 • ~ 37?. r • 61~ 1 8? .64347 • 64 520 
--
• 50 , I').,,._ ... • "J,_. \' , ~ • 6337 0 • 6422f~ • ,S4351 • ,s~ 51 3 
~ 
• 60 • 627 ,;~7 • 6397 6 • 6421,~ .643-43 • 64507 
.10 • 63147 • 64027 • 6Li23 5 .64329 • 64500 
""' 
.RO .()33c;5 • 6!10? 5 .64216 .64313 • 64'"9 3 
.90 • 63M:6 • 6399 6 • 6'~ 19 1, • 6Lt';!.97 • 641,~~ t; -1 
1. 00 • 0~ 3') i:) • 639 6 6 • r,1117 3 .1)4280 • ,:,,,,a 9 
..., 
---
I 
~ 
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TABLE 3 
PP.0E/\3ILITY (ff C0R~ECT CLASSIFICATI0N 
~----~--------~----
~----~~~---------~
 
DELTA= l. 00 
rme ~;J c· ~> 10 1 S 20 
50 
- l. 00 • 6ti l 00 .66967 • 68 1 35 • 6
'3 661 • 69138 
-.90 • 64~: 68 • 67101 • 63 220 • 637 o
g • 69 132 
-.80 • 64,'14 6 • 67 237 • 68301 • 687 so 
• 69 125 
-.7 0 • 64·>33 • 67 37 4 • 68 379 .6878
9 • 69 117 
- • 60 • 64L 30 .67510 • 68452 • 6
8822 • 69 110 
- • so .651)38 • 67 645 • 68 520 • 66f3 50 
• 69 102 
--40 • 65':?57 • 67777 • 68 581 • 6R
87 2 • 69093 
•• 30 • 6 5-~~~37 • 67906 • 68 635 .68889 •
 69085 
-.?.n • 65 ! 27 • 6802f1 • 68681 • 58S'S.9 9 • 6907 6 
-.10 • (>5?77 • 6fj J '" 3 • 687 17 • 68903 • 69 067 
.oo .66236 • 68246 • 687 43 • 58900 • 6
9059 
• I 0 • 6650?. • 68336 • 6~7 58 • 68392 
• 69050 
.20 • 667 69 • 68407 • 637 62 • 68138 0 
• 69 04 l 
• 30 .67C•31 • 68459 • 6?7 56 • 68863 
• 69033 
.40 • 67 '27 ~~ • 6B486 • 637 41 • 6S345 •
 69 ')2~ 
• 50 .67,4')3 .68439 • 6E 719 • oeJ3 ?.4 • 69 0 l 6 
• 60 
._ 
• 67 6511 • 631&7 1 • ?q 69 3 .63R04 • 69 007 
.1 0 • ~77 36 • 6843f'~ • 616 r,6 • 6P.783 
• (, 99r; ~; 
• r;o • ()11 ':'.1 • 6~400 • () f{ 6 :.3 ') • 6137 G~ • r1<: J')
 C 
.9() • 67 ·~ liS • ,:-,'J 3 61 • ')f~ () 1 ~ • -:,? 7 ,, 1 • 6';") r-5 1 
I. 00 • 67 59 6 • 5.r"! 32~ • 0:-, $;( 5 .r,::-~121
 • :jT)7 3 
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TABLE 3 
.... 
-· 
Pr? 0DI\B I LI TY 0F C0P.P.ECT CLASS! Fl Ct,T 10M 
----~---------------
--------------~-~ 
.... 
DELTA= 1 • 25 
.. 
RH0 N 5 10 1 5 ~c 50 
-1.00 • 69 -:"n 5 • 7 227 6 • 7 30 39 .732·],:' • 7 34C 1 
-
-.90 • 697 67 .72356 .73063 • 7 3279 • 7 3 39 1
 
-.80 • 699 35 • 7 24 32 • 7 308 3 • 7 327 5 • 7 3 381 
.. 
-.1 0 • 7 rj 1 07 .72504 • 7 309f"-< .73f63 • 7 337 1
 
... 
-.50 • 7 o~r~ 4 • 7 257 0 • 7 3108 • 7 3258 .73361 
-. 50 • 7 0464 .7 2629 .73112 .7324
5 • 7 :-3350 ...., 
-.40 .70646 .72630 .73111 • 7 323C, 
• 7 ~ 3,,0 
-.30 .10829 • 7 27 23 • 7 31 04 .73~1'; .7 333
0 .... 
-.20 .11011 • 727 55 • 7 309 2 .73192 ·• 7 332
0 
.... 
-.1c • 7 1 1 ~9 • 7 27 7 6 • 7 307 4 .73170 .73310 
I 
,I 
.oo • 7 l 3 59 • 7 2786 • 7 3053 • 7 31 
,, 7 .73300 
'-' 
• 1 () .71517 .7?.7~3 • 7 3027 • 7 31 24 .732(-;<; 
.~o • 7 1656 • 7 '?.7 6'; .7?.999 ~ 7 3(:')9 • 7 327 9 
~ 
• ?.O • 7 1 7 59 • 7 27 43 • 7 29 6f5 • 7 307
 5 • 7 2 ~- 60 
~ 
• ,~o • 7 1 '"~4~ • 7 21 or1 • 7 ;--9 37 .7-;rc:;1 • 7 3:?S9 
• ')[J e713rj5 .72666 .?':'/);)':- 7 ')0')·· . ... .... ., .73?.I') ... 
• ·SO • 7 187 5 • 7 2 621 • 12,;n 3 .7:]002 • 7 3?39 
• 7 ': • 7 1 R 24 .7 257 5 .7;,?r;1-11 • 7 ?.J 7 7 .73?r
'1 ~ 
a,. • 7 l 7 lt7 • 7 2 5ri~ • 7 2:J 09 .?r:153 .7321', .. _, 
... 
• ') n • 7 1 ".,(, ·~, • 7 21-1~~ ,, .7-;:77,:-~ • 7 ~'(j '?f'l • 7 2. ::.:Q<J 
l • ,...: r, .71')'"1r. .. .'1?1i3r; • 7 ~ . ., ,~ ,:, • 7: ,:; (i , ... • "{ ~-I 1 ,._,, '', '-' 
' ... 
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TABLE 3 
PP. CBABI LI TY 0F' C0RP.ECT CLASS I FI CATI e
:.: 
------~~--~-------
----------~~---~--
-
DELTA= 1 • 50 
P.H e t,J 5 10 15 20 
50 
-1.00 .147'10 • 7 6853 • 77 237 .7
7315 • 7 7 337 
--90 • 74902 .76':'173 • 77 2 21 •
 77 29 3 .77326 
--80 .7 5')2L~ • 7 6f~:J7 .77?.02 .77270 .7
7315 
-. 1 n • 7 51 41, .7 689 5 • 77 'l 3 1 • 7
 7 ':?.LI 5 .77303 
--60 • 7 5261 • 7 6897 .771:-6 • 
7 7 220 .7 7292 
- • 50 • 7 537 5 • 7 6892 • 7 71 29 
.77194 • 7 7281 
-• ,,o • 7 548 2 • 7 63~ 1 .77100 • 77 l 63 • 77 270 
-.3() • 7 SSS? • 7 6362 • 77069 • 7 7 1 ,, 1 .11259 
-.20 • 7 567 l • 7 6337 .77036 .7711
4 • 7 72L&7 
-.10 .7 5747 • 7 5rrn s .77002 • 77
08 6 .77236 
.oo • 1 sr.rn1 • 7 57 68 • 7 69 67 • 77 059 • 77 225 
• 10 • 1 s:-~ ,~ <"', • 7 67 2S ~7 69 2-~ .770
3'?. .77214 
.20 .75'"~-,s • 7 667 9 • 7 6~5? ~ .rro0s .77203 
• 30 .1~.,.:.-57 • 7 6529 • 7 6~5 . ::,o
 .75977 .77192 
• ,~o .7:< .. ~3 • 7 6579 • 7 6':' 2 5 .76?:.0 • 77 I": 0 
• 50 • 7 57 r,,, • 7 6527 .1s1-:10 • 7 69 2 3 • 77 1 69 
• ljQ • 7 56'.S 5 · • 1 ,s,a 6 • 7 01 s,~ • 7 6?? 6 • 11 
1 s.J 
.1 0 • 7 559 '.~ • 7 64r. ,~ • 7 67 1 9 • 7 
5~-< 69 • 7 7 l 117 
.rm • 7 ~. SO'-: • 7 637 4 .766[~4 .76'3~'.:l .77136 
• ')0 • 7 :· . .:. 1 ? • 7 ·)323 • 7 0 jl~? • 7 S>;; 1 5 .771~=' 
1 • oc • 7 ;_ ?I')~ • 7 ()"~1 3 • 7 ,'/j l 1, • 7 67 ·'.~ 0 
• 77 1 1 , • 
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TABLE 3 
... 
~ 
Pf?e3ABILITY ~-F C0~!1ECT CLr,.SSI FI CAT U::N 
-------------
-------------
--------~-- ... 
DELTA= 1. 7 5 
RHe N (" 1 G 1 5 20 50 
' 
... 
-1.00 .79303 -807 46 .80900 .3091?: .'30921 
- • 90 .7942·~ • u 07 22 .80866 • S0890 .80S09 
~ 
.... 
-.~o .791-:84 • r.1()694 • 8 08 31 • 13 013 ~ 1 • gor~9~1 
--
-. 7 0 • 7 9 SJ 0 .[30562 • 807 9 6 .3023? • :-;o~rn ,:: 
-.60 • 7 ") =-~~ 1 • i:-j C• 62 5 .e C7 59 • <!,O!:H'3 • 3 087 L; ..J 
-.so .7961$ .30535 • 807 22 • 8077 3 • rrng 62 
-.40 .7? ':>45 •? (; 5ll 1 .80684 .30744 • iv·-,0 50 
~ 
-.Jo • 7 9 661 .50494 • BO 6L16 .J30715 • ~mo 31 
--
-.20 • 79 663 .50445 .80608 • 80586 • 80827 
-.io • 7 9 652 .80393 .80570 .(JQ657 • '3 0~ 1 5 .... 
.oo • 7 9625 .qQ34C .80532 .,106~--~ • 30801 \ I 
.10 • 79 5~ 3 .'30235 • r~ 049 4 • 8 C S!J? • "307 91 
~: 
I 
I 
.20 • 7 9 521~ -~0230 .rrn4s,s .rrns1p •. SQ77 9 
--: 
.30 .79451 .'j0175 • e, a,.n 8 • 8 0 541 • '3 07 6S 
I 
• 1,0 .793S5 •-'~C119 • 3 033 0 .~0513 • rrn1 S6 ... 
• 50 .7 9 27 1 • r. 0064 .gQ342 • 3 I) 4:"j '" • ] 07 41.a 
• 60 .79172 .r~r:,010 .fs03C5 • 3 o 4 s~·> • ~07 33 
~-
.1 0 • 79 07 2 .7')955 .cc201 • BG4::7 • r~r.,701 
I I. 
I 
'-' 
.so .7f~974 .7')901 .8(230 • i~ 0390 • r~ ()7 Q ~, 
.90 .1r'i81 :.> • 7 ':r~ ,~1 .801')2 • ~ 0 37 1 • r< o 1J·? ··:. l_.J 
1.00 • 7 ;-:_7 7; • 7 97 <) 4 .8()1 Sf; • f'3 0 342 · •rm.SH> 
~ 
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TABLE 3 
PR 0BABI LI TY 0F C·ZTTRECT CLASSIFICATIZN 
~---~------~--~-~
-----~----~---------
DZL Tt,= 2.00 
ta 
P.H0 r.J 5 10 15 20
 50 
-
-1.00 .83269 • 3 403 1 .84131 .
8413~ -~~4134 
-.90 .8327 3 .84034 -840_92 • 8 41
04 • 8 4122 
-.BO .8 327 0 • 8 3q 3 5 .84053 • t~ 40
7 4 .14110 
- .10 .83?60 • ~ 39 34 .34013 
• q It() 44 .g409G 
-.60 .8321-l2 .838~i 1 • 8,397 4 • f:! 4
014 .~1,os 6 
-.50 .r.321 c; • e 38 ~7 • I'."{ 39 34 • ~~ 
39 ::; it • r3 LJ 07 ,~ 
-.Ml • Sj 3 1 7 r~ • :_~ 37 7 2 • ~s 3.':°{'J s • ~~ 3':> ~4 
• ~; I.if) ?~~ 
- -.30 .i]3131 • ,.~ 37 
1 5 .g3r~55 .~.539?.5 • -34050 
-.20 • r> 307 5 • ~~ 3659 .r.:WJ6 .8 
3~? 5 • ? 40 3'3 
-.io • ~J ~007 • P 3601 .g3777 .n3'3ss .34026 
.oo • :·~ 29 31 • C 3 ~.q lt .8373"{ • '3 3r~ 36 • '"j 40
1 4 
• l 0 .r'.-~r")45 • r=, 34rn -83699 • B 3go5 
• ·_; ,,002 
• ?.O • H 27 51 • ~134 30 • C 3660 •
 "13777 • 13990 
\al 
.30 .826:-2 • ,._ 217 3 .f~36?1 • g 3
7 1.3 • ,:i_ 3"J7i"J 
• l1() .82~-50 • [I 211 0 • ~ 358 3 .r531ir_
~ • r~ 3 I'~ 0 
• LjlJ • ~; r; ,, ti ') .•::~~()!) .(~35l!/-1 • !-: 3 ,:, --~ 9 .;S315LJ 
• f; (i • ~; ~-V~[~ .•_:J?(Jl1 • !I_ 3 5 () -5 • rs 3660 • -3 3~} 4 2 
• 7 0 • ~~ 2 ° 3') • '. 3 l '' ~~ • ;:'. J l:.6f1 .r;Jr;Jl .r13c.i
31 
• HO • r~ ~, I 1 :> • ·, :~r,n? .z 34~(' 
··,, .' r. ,., 
•.• •.J ) ' • ~:· 3 f) J ~) 
• '? 0 .--·~n3~, •· ~~=n • ~ 339 ~· .:~J~73 
•.. '. 3? 07 
1 • (; 0 • : , 1 ~) '.: l~ • ~•: ~~,. .. ~ r:.., 2 • 8 3J 5Li • :3 2 7 I~ L; • ~
'. ~ ... ? s 
-
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TABLE 3 ..; 
: I 
.... 
P!l0BABILI TY 0F CeJRP.ECT CLAS SI FI CATI 0N 
-----~------~-~-------~-----~-----~~- • 
-DELTA= 2.25 
P.Hfi !·J 5 10 1 5 20 50 ~ 
-1.00 • 8 6531 .[-<6957 .8 6970 • 8 697 1 • 8 6971 
·,· 
-.90 .8 6489 .86901 • 869 31 .8591.d .8 69 59 '-' 
.:_a. .. 
-.80 .86440 .a 6845 .a 6891 • 3 69 1 1 .3 6947 
... 
-.7 0 .8 638 5 • 86789 .86852 .86881 • ~ 69 35 
- • 6'.) .136323 • 8 67 32 • 8 6813 • a 58 s2 .8 69 23 .. 
-. so .13 62 51, .86674 -8677 3 -86822 • !3 69 1 1 
-.40 .86178 -86617 • S 67 34 • a 679 3 .;~ 6899 "-' 
-.30 • ~ 609 6 , J 6559 -8669 5 .R.676~ • 3 6387 
.. 
-.21) •. ] 60C7 -~~6502 .36656 • 8 67 3,, • 8687 6 
I I 
-.10 • 8 59 I 3 • 3 5~4~ .'36613 .8 67 05 , 168 54 ._ 
.oo • ~ 53 1 •, • ·,.,:,3~~ 7 • 8 6579 .3667f., .~36352 
.10 • :3 57 1 3 • e 03 3n -86540 • ::_s 66Ll7 • >3 6:3 40 a... 
.20 • J 5609 • 3 (;27 4 .8650?. • 3 661 !'\ • 36~28 
--.30 .esso, .. ,fi6217 • 8 6lt64 • 3 6 SG 9 • 8 6-·3 l 6 
• 40 • r~ ~ 39 r', ,r~6161 ,f!.6425 -~'J56t) • ~; ,..,'".! () 5 
.J 
• 50 • ~~ 5~~9 3 • ~~ ,, 1 0 ~ • ;.~ 63~7 ,36531 • ~~ 67 9 3 
• 60 • 3 51 r) ~j • ~~ 6049 .863L:9 • '.3 650?. • ~ 67 ~ 1 '-
.7 0 • '3 SC~~'• • 3 599 4 .86311 ,86Lt73 .P,.f,769 I I I 
~ 
,80 .~49t"?. • <"'1 5'? 38 • 8 627 4 • ~5-54,~5 • ;-~ 57 5,3 
,90 .84f~30 • r.· 5:: 8 3 .16~ 36 • rs 6 ,~ 1 f:J • r~ o"/ 4 6 i.., 
1. 00 .r;477:-; • 3 53 21"j .,s6198 • 5 63S 7 , ~; 67 34 
_, 
I I I I 
... 
.-
?Hf, 
- 1 .oo 
-.90 
-.eo 
-.1 (J 
- •':JC 
-.so 
-.40 
-.3() 
-.2c 
-·. 10 
. ~,.., 
. 1 0 
,:: r 
-
. ' 
.._r 
. .__; ,_, 
• I r 
. r,r, 
• (,r:, 
.7 I 
-, r, 
. 
·; (' 
• ,·. r 
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TABLE 3 
~~~~ABILITY CF ~0~~EC~ CLASSIFICATI0N 
i-J 5 1n 
-~~915') • ·:9 37 6 
.w;r;::-_ ':,· 
• ]9 1 52 
• 8 ,., :-, : .. ·, 
• :-.: ;: ·~7 /; 
- ' --- ,., 
• l l • . 
,, ~. - ,,,. -
• ·:• • I •, ') 
• , ... -~- l ,._ 
1 ., i ~. , .. , , 
• . . J - -,J 
• I I l , . • k~ • . ,.. ~ J . • .. 
. ., ., i .. 
• ~: 7 .~: () ,_. • ·'7 ,..; !.'i I, 
• r; f /; 1 I•: • :-.- .-. r~r; 7 
-~ .._ 
• • I • 
1 5 2C 
.:-.$")321 
•~~Ci 1 7 1 • -~ S ;. -::. 7 
s:LO A":".• 
• .., , > ... '-· 
-'.,, r .'., 
• ., , .., ..,J' 
• ,. '::, ., ., /1 
•? Jr 
• • J ~• : • C 
. _., . , , ,~ 
50 
• ··:: ,: 1 , . 
t:"• r: ., ., ~ 
. , , '-'"-"'·· 
• -. S 3 :-: l 
. ') '?7 . 
. ··, , .. ) 
• ~ '. '., ~ r. • 
'I,-.. r• I• •. 
., 
. . ; ' ,. :: : 
,.._ , ... , , 
• ~ I • • 
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TABLE 3 
. -' 
PR 0BABI LI TY 0F C0P.!-'!ECT CLASS I FI CAT I 0N 
-----~-----------------~------~------
DELTA= 2.15 
--
RH0 r..z 5 10 I 5 20 50 
-1.00 .911.£56 • 91 543 .91543 • 91 543 • 9 1 543 
--90 • 91 37 1 • 9 I 49 0 .91508 .91517 .91533 
-.ao .9128 2 • 91437 • 91473 .91490 • 9 l 522 
-.7 0 .91191 • 91384 .91437 • 9 l 464 .91511 ... 
-.60 • 91098 • 9 1 331 .91402 • 91 437 • 9 1501 
_, 
-. 50 .91002 • 9 1279 • 91 367 .91!111 .91490 
-.40 .90905 .91226 .91331 • 9 1 38 IJ • ') 1 4rrn ii.I 
.-. 30 .90806 .9117li .9129 6 • 9 1 358 • 9 14 69 
\ i 
I 
-.20 .90707 • 9 1 1 22 .91261 • 'J 1 331 • 91458 '--
-.io .90607 .9107 0 .91226 • 91 30 5 • 9 1 ,,48 
--.oo .90507 .91018 .91191 • ? 1279 • 9 I 437 
• I 0 .90407 .90966 • 911 57 .91253 • 9 I 427 
-
. 
.20 .90307 • 9 09 1 5 • 9 11 22 • 91226 .91416 
I I 
( 
-
.30 .90208 .90853 .910'37 • 91200' • 'JI 40 S 
.40 .90109 .90812 .910 53 .91174 .9 l 39 5 
..J 
• 50 .90011 .9C761 .91018 • 9 1 I /Jf1 
• 9 l 38 '' 
• 60 .G9914 • ': 011 () .909~3 .911?.2 • 9 l 37 ,~ IIIIJ 
.10 .89f~17 .90559 .909149 • 9109 6 .<) I 363 
.ao • 897 21 .?0608 • 9 09 1 5 • ? 1070 .91353 II.I 
.90 .r~,:,,s2s • ~' r. ~ 5~ .90880 • 9 1 ()~,, • ') J 3~ ~ 
"-' 
1. 00 • r~9 530 • 90 507 .c:>oe,.is .?101<"~ .91331 
I ,I 
'-I 
I ! 
.... 
' 
• 
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_, TABLE 3 
PP 0BAB{ LI TY ZF' C0P.P.ECT CLASS IF! CATI NJ 
--~----~---~-------
~----~---~--------
DELTA= 3.00 
P.H e N C: 10 1 5 20 50 .J 
-1.00 • 9 32'="~ 5 .9~219 • 9 33 ! 9 • 9 331? 
,03319 
-.90 ,')3107 • 9 327 l -93267 • 9 3?.9 5 • 9 331
0 
-.80 • 9 31 o;-~ • 9 3222 .93255 • 9 327 1 • 9
 33(H) 
-.10 -~~301'3 .93174 .C) 3222 • 9 3?.47
 • 9 3?9 0 
-.60 ,92926 • 9 31 26 .93190 • 9 322? • 9 
3280 
-. so .9283L& .9 307 3 .9 31 58 • 9 31
98 • 9 3271 
-.40 • ') 27 41 .93030 .93126 • 9 31 7 /4 .13r; 61
 
-.30 • 9 2 647 .?2982 ,930?4 • ry 31 50 
,'i3251 
-.20 .9~554 ,92934 .9 3062 .931?5 
.93242 
- • 10 • 9 2/J 60 • 9 2r_s.g 6 • 9 30 30 • 9 3
1 O ~ .... • 9 3232 
.oo .92367 .9 ?.r5 38 .9299:"! • ? 30 78 
r '<"' "',; 
• ~ -.. ~ (_ l 
.} 0 • 9 ?.'Zl ,~ • 9 '?7 ') 1 • 9 29 56 • 9 30 5li .r:>:;213 
.20 .9~181 • 9 ~7 43 .92Q 3,4 .93030 .:-3203 
• 30 -~20?9 .9 269 6 .92902 .9 3006 
.()319: 
• 40 .9!997 • 9 2,s,,9 ,92870 • 9 2<?
 a?. • ') 21 r.; /J 
• 50 .91':>l)f; .')2601 .9 2S 3~~ • ') ?9 c,:~ •) 3 J 7 .~ 
'r . '.),. ,9181 ~ • ,:. 2 ~ ::-I, ,928G7 • 9 29 311 • ') 3 1 $ Lt 
• 7 C .?17:'I~ .';251;7 .?'::.77 5 • 9 2':> 1 0 
• ~;, .~3 1 5 ~~ 
. :~ () • ':"1 l ·'i:">. 1, • ',~ ~l: 60 .<Jr743 • :. :? ~~ . ~ 
') • J 3 1 ,~ ~ 
• 9 I) • r) 1 :, It l1 • r;, ~ ,, l Ii .'Jf,71:.. •
 'J 2r;. ·):: • '! ~ 1 3 '·, 
1.on • ') ! L: c:_; c: .0~<367 • 9~.s;~ C, 
') r,,:, '.;,. 
. ,· ... , ·-· ·' • ? :~ 1 ;, : 
-
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TABLE 3 
..., 
Pn0BABILITY OF C 0r:nECT CL.ASS! Fl CATI 0~J 
-----------------
------~-~-------~~--
--[,EL TA= 3.25 
P..r. ~ N 5 10 15 20 so '-' 
-1. 00 • 9477 r; • 91..79 2 .94792 • 9 479 2 • ') I.J.19?. 
-.90 • 9 4 697 • 91,149 .94763 .9477 0 • 9 IJ 75 3 "-
-.80 .94613 • 94705 .94734 • 9 ,,7 4? .')4775 
~ 
- • 7 () • 91, Sr!? • 'J 4662 • 94705 • 9 47 27 · • 9 LO 66 
I 
-.60 • 9 441... 5 • 9 ,, 619 .94677 .94705 .94757 .... 
-.so e9l1::rf1 .9457 6 .94646 •9Li5r.:L: .94749 
- • t.:O • 9427 5 .94533 .94619 .94662 • ~ 47 40 
-.3') .9l&l<)f; • 94490 .94590 .94641 • 9 /47 31 
_, 
-.2() •? It 1 t'J 5 • 9 l~l!1'1 .9456~ .0461:"> • 9 L.7 2::; 
-.10 • 9 ,,020 • 9 41.t04 .94533 • 945?'~ • '1471 .,, ..., 
.oo • 'J 3? 3 5 .94361 .9 4504 .9,.:576 • 91:1 (; 5 
• 1 0 • 9 38 51 • 91131 f3 • 9447 6 • 9 455L! • 9 ,. :;,?7 --
.~o • ? ~7 l':J7 •] I! ';~1 6 .CJ/.!a447 • "."> /153 3 • '? l&-:J~ '"! 
_, 
.30 . 9: (>f~ 3 • 014 22 3 .?l;l.d ~ .')4511 • ") ,~ 511J 
.40 • 9 3 .:-0 '"> • 9 ,~ 190 .94390 • 9 /.t/~9 0 .' • 9 4 67 1 
--
• 50 .?3515 • ~ 111 /J:, .9 lt361 • ') ,.,1, (>'°:) .C')L;o62 
• 60 • ') 2 LJ 3 ,..: .?4115 .9Lt333 • 9 ,~/:/17 • ,._ :i.::, :- '" 
11,,,id 
.1 0 .c; 331;·] .·'JL:C·.)3 • 9 /130li .·; 41!20 • r} I.; -$11 ~, 
"-' 
.80 -~3?.•:i:'; • 9 /~020 • 9 I! '?1-$ • 9 41-t04 .9453.:, 
.90 • 'J 3 1 G ti • ~ .'3') 7g .94247 • ? 1,333 • ') 462 ·; ... 
1 • Qlj .'J31()2 • ':l 3') 3 5 .':)L:219 .?4361 • 9 ,, 61 S-
'-' 
• { ... 
-
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TABLE 4 
c3 C4 g(c3) = g(c4) 
1.6000000 1.9125000 .3119126 
1.5000000 1.9722656 .3154487 
1.4000000 2.0030823 .3248110 
1.3000000 2.0656786 .3408857 
1.2000000 2.1302311 .3651493 
1.1000000 2.1968oo8 .3999538 
1.0000000 2.3341008 .4490353 
.9000000 2.4070415 .5184492 
.Boooooo 2.5574816 .6183791 
.7000000 2.7173242 .7668828 
.6000000 2.8446987 .9983460 
.5000000 3.0224924 1.3848429 
.4000000 3.2113982 2.0990144 
.3000000 3.4434719 3.6448145 
.2000000 3.7293069 8.o647o41 
.1000000 4.1617827 31.9373044 
,. 
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..., 
I 
--TABLE 4 
i.. 
C c4 g(c3) = g(c4) 3 
.0900000 4.2222571 39.4037921 
--
.oaooooo 4.2884876 49.8421588 
.0700000 4.3617TI1 65.0674085 ... 
.0600000 4.4445721 88.5255923 
.0500000 4.5399253 127.4301106 
.o4ooooo 4.6529801 199.o498157 
... 
.0300000 4.7936288 353.7837730 
.0200000 4.9833120 795.8808256 ..., 
.0100000 5.2878779 3183.2o49608 
.0090000 5.3322865 3929.8577784 
.0080000 5.3813949 4973.6980663 
... 
.0070000 5.4364084 6496.2262175 
.0060000 5.4990833 8842.0473684 _.. 
.0050000 5.5721o41 12732.5015250 
.0040000 5.6599234 19894.4739497 
... 
.0030000 5.7707741 35367.8711636 
"-
.0020000 5.9228137 79577.5774889 
.0010000 6.1725270 318309.9916450 ~ 
I 
\iaJ 
0 
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TABLE 4 
C C4 g(c3) = g(c4) 3 
.00090 6.20945 392975.27344 
.00080 6.25043 497359.30226 
.00070 6.29652 649612.11741 
.ooo6o 6.34923 884194.2326o 
.00050 6.41093 1273239.64826 
.ooo4o 6.48553 1989436.89071 
.00030 6.58o26 3536776.61211 
.00020 6.71117 7957747.24445 
.00010 6.92846 31830988.65910 
.00009 6.96082 39297516.83662 
.00008 6.99679 49735919.72129 
.00007 7.03732 64961201.23230 
.00006 7.08378 88419412.75343 
.00005 7.13829 127323954.31759 
.00004 7.20438 198943678.54057 
.00003 7.28859 353677650.64126 
.00002 7.40546 795774713.86202 
.00001 7.60063 3183098853.55350 
[1] 
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